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CHAPTER ONE: RATIONALE 

Introduction 
Service learning is a broadly defined term tbat may encompass a spectrum of 
projects and coune work ranging from acts of cbarity to activism for social cbange. 
"Tbe aim of service learning is always to beighten awareness in our communities 
tbat we bave the capacity to botb learn from and serve each other •••and work 
toward a more just and egalitarian society" (bttp:llwww.invcol.pdx.edulic.htm). 
Another description of service learning from Brevard Community College's The 
~ (1994) explains that, for many community organizations, students augment 
service delivery, meet crucial human needs, and provide a basis for future citizen 
suppon. The Power depicts community service as an opponunity for students to 
enricb and apply classroom knowledge; explore careen or majors; develop civic 
and cultural literacy; improve citizenship and develop occupational skills; enhance 
penonal growth and self-image; establish job links; and foster a concern for social 
problems. This introduction to community service leads to a sense of social 
responsibility and commitment to public and buman service. Altbough tbe 
researcber will discuss service learning in explicit detail in Chapter Two, a brief 
sketch is wamnted here to introduce the reader to the concept. 
While tbere is still mucb discussion in the field about what actually 
constitutes service learning, Kraft & Swadener (1994) believe that perbaps the most 
widely accepted definition is giVeD by tbe Corporation for National and Community 
Service. They describe a service learning program as one that provides educational 
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a. 	 Under which students learn and develop through active participation in 
thoughtfuUy organized sen-ice e~periences that meet actuaJ community 
needs and that are coordinated in collaboration witb school and 
community; 
b. 	 Tbat are integrated into the students' academic curriculum or provides 
structured time for a student to tbink., talk., or write about what the 
student did and saw during the actuaJ sen-ice activity; 
c. 	 That provides a student with opportunities to use newly-acquired skills 
and knowledge in real-life situations in their own communities; and 
d. 	 That enhances what is taught in school by e~tending student leaming 
beyond the classroom and into the community and helps to foster the 
development of a sense of caring for otbers. 
Service learning, as The Power (1994) illustrates, aJso encompasses the use of 
knowledge with a bistorical understanding or appreciation of sociaJ, economic and 
environmental implications as well as moral and etbical ramifications of people's 
actions. Knowing the implication oftbe student's actions on the service recipient is 
crucial to tbe success of service learning. A partnership needs to elist between the 
participating students of the educational institution and tbe service recipient. 
Tbe goal of service learning is to benefit both tbe community and the 
corresponding and coUaborating educationaJ institution. The attainment of this goaJ 
requires tbe learner to be engaged directly with other people, both those pro\iding 
semces and those being served. As aJready mentioned, this engagement will beigbten 
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the awareness in our communities of an wsting capacity to both learn from and serve 
each otber and work togetber toward a more just and egalitarian society. 
Through sen-ice learning, both tbe community and the concurring 
educationaJ institution benefit. Ward (1997) describes sen-ice learning as an 
estension of education beyond the walls of tbe classroom tbat can profit all parties 
involved - the univenity, tbe students, and the populations served. For enmple, 
Ward announced tbat Simmons College in Boston sougbt to build stronger 
relationships between the educational institution and the greater Boston community 
through action-oriented and participatory school-community partnenhips. 
Service l.tamina Guidelines 
Overall, to make sure that a service learning project benefits all parties, an 
outline ofguiding principles may be accommodating. Applegate and Morreale 
(1998) discuss several guidelines to be used when incorporating service learning in a 
coune. Fint of all, an assessment of impact and outcomes ofservice learning needs 
to be conducted. Service learning initiatives must demonstrate that rigorous criteria 
for learning are in place and that the quaJity ofservice is bigb. The assessment of 
service learning activities, in regard to both community impact and espected 
student outcomes, is crucial to tbeir success and continued support. 
Second, a service learning project has to be bued on a true sense of 
partnenhip witb the community. Applegate & Morreale (1998) argue that, if facuJty 
or students sft their service as the informed bringing wisdom to the unwashed 
masses, tben an opportunity for learning from community memben is lost, and the 
partnenblp is doomed ior fitiiure. Successfui partnennips are uajtU uii mutua: 
respect ofand admiration for tbe abilities and assets already acquired by tbe 
panners. Additionally, Applegate & Morreale (1998) explain tbat faculty and 
students need to keep tbe dual goals of enhanced individual learning and the 
support of moral and civic values at the forefront of their activities. 
Service learning programs can be advantageous to the service recipients if 
they are conducted properly and the students, or service providers, understand and 
take responsibility for their actions wbile in this particular role. For example, 
information on the Learn and Serve Program through The Corporation for 
National Service's home page (http://www.cns.govl) describes literacy programs 
designed to teach younger children to read and programs tbat distribute food to the 
homeless. Furthermore, programs in violence and crime prevention, immigration 
assistance, promoting tbe right to vote, substance abuse, and poverty may meet 
critical societal needs. It is important to remember that students need to be held 
accountable for tbeir actions. 
Service Learning Paradilm 
It is essential tbat the requests of the community agencies be addressed and 
outlined in a new paradigm. Fureo (1996) eJ.plains tbe faults orthe old paradigm by 
stating, ~Wbile strong intentions to benefit the recipients of the service are evident, 
tbe focus of field education programs tends to be on maximizing tbe student's field 
of learning"(p. 5). Maybach (1996) believes tbat the goals of a new paradigm of 
service learning should include bow to responsibly investigate wbat the individuals 
in a community define their needs to be. Tbe paradigm sbould include ways to be 
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group or people, strategies for caring with and about people, and methods of 
addressing the root causes as well as tbe symptoms of need (Maybacb, 1996). In 
addition, Maybach (1996) suggesu a focus on interactive reftedion, engagement in 
continuing dialogue at the service site, accountAbility for growth of all individuals in 
tbe service relationship, an indusive approach to the definitions of terms, and the 
removal of the provider/recipient roles. 
This new service learning paradigm should aspire to tbe needs of the service 
recipient instead ofonly focusing on the growtb of the individual student service 
providen. Again, Furto (1996) supports this view by stating tbat "However, the 
program's primary focus is still on the students' learning and their overall benefit" 
(p. 5). Previous research by Ehrlich (1996) expands on the experiential pedagogy or 
service learning and explains how research has been focused on tbe educational 
institutions and the student's penpective orthe service learning experience. 
StudenU are often taught tbe value of providing service to one's community; 
however, the eft'ects of the service provided to tbe service recipients are rarel)' 
researched. Additional support of this concept is given from E:lley, Jobnson and 
Jobnson (1996), wbo believe tbat an assessment oftbe eft'ects ofservice learning 
needs. to occur if service learning is going to become more tban just anotber passing 
fad in higher education. Futbermore, Edey, Jobnson and Johnson (1996) explain 
tbat qualitative data would tell more about the unique impact that service learning 
bas on individual participants. 
The term "partners in service" should be used and is outlined by Jenkins 
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college and community should see themselve! as equal stakeholders willing to share, 
learn, and grow from each other. Jenkins (1996) goes on to state, "As the 
partDership strengthens, the delineation of 'them' aDd 'those' will slowly disappear, 
and the partDers can link their resources to create exciting and challenging 
programs in which each plays an equal part" (p. 46). Empbasis sbould be on tbe 
mutual respect ror individual streDgths and weaknesses tbat eacb partner can bring 
to the service relationsbip. PromineDt issues for tbe service learning partners 
include emphasizing cooperation and supporting tbe equal role eacb sbould play iD 
tbe service design and accomplisbment of the community project iD wbicb tbey are 
engaged. ReinforciDg the equal CODcern for positive outcome! and tbe weD being of 
the other service partners sbould also be of the utmost interest. 
Service LeamiDg AgeDda 
Witb aD agenda of service through cooperatioD, service learning can become 
a powerful tool for educators aDd ageDCY coordiDaton. These service leamiDg 
educators and agency coordinaton bave tbe potential to help aU members of society 
realize tbeir own strengths and weaknesses as well as to ideDtify the abilities of 
otbers. A partnersbip is tben established whicb guides tbe relationship of tbe 
provider and recipient. The focus is to bave a mutually respectful and beDeficial 
relationship between aDd among the partners. 
Programmatic evaluation offers tbe key to sucb a relatioDsbip by asking tbe 
appropriate questions to the service leamiDg recipieDts, iDformation may be 
obtained to make necessary modificatioDs to service programs. [fservice learning is 
•......·vu-cu-.. ·,u- "-uu":::;:::-c- I.:;:-u.·... - __6a___ ..,a.;.............i .......n_n...nitv n-t._ it i • 
u...... e - ........- _& 6 uU,&'"u....""'" .......'" ..................f! ...............-_...... ----., - ­
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imperative to aduDDy explain tbe needs or tbe community. Evaluating the benefits 
tbat tbe actuaJ service provided to tbe service recipient and examining what role 
communication played could prove to be vitaDy important to ruture service learning 
projects. Honnet and Poulson's (1989) Principles of Good Practice For Combininl 
Service and Leaminl, given in Appendix F, mentions the importance of aJlowing 
those witb needs to define tbose needs; however, eumining wbat role 
communication played was not oudined or revealtel. 
Metbods for Investigating Service Le.aminl 
This study will adopt a quaJitative methodological approach. inciudinl open­
ended questionnaires and interview studies. Detailed descriptions of interactions, 
observed behaviors and direct quotations from recipients about tbeir experiences, 
attitudes, and beliefs will be aamined. Consequently, a qualitative thematic: analysis 
metbod of assessment will be used. In summary, qualitative ratings of tbe extent to 
wbicb service projec:ts meet tbe needs, expec:tations and benefits to the community 
will be established. 
In tbe researcber' 5 opinion, researcb agendas concerning service learning 
projec:ts sbould investigate tbe effectiveness of the service provider's responsibility 
and role to tbe service recipient. As Jenkins (1996) pointed out in ber researcb, the 
service learning program in wbicb she was involved beld a roundtable discussion to 
address tbe needs of the community. Jenkins (1996) goes on to describe the tuton, 
mentees, corporate partners, community service staff, and tbe duster coordinator 
tbat met togetber to reftec:t on the successes and concerns of the service learning 
prugnidi. In the pi'&eut smdy, =::t:rv:e\n ~J! be enndru:t!d t~ 9utline tbe impact of 
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the service. Any pre-interaction assessment questions should reOect tbe service 
recipient's impression oftbeir agency before tbe service learning interaction and 
initial approacb. Also, tbe state of affain of tbe agency sbould be eumined, along 
witb the agency's expectations. In tbe post-interaction questions, the assessment o( 
tbe provider's actions, behavion and communication skills will be evaluated, along 
with the provider's impact on the agency. 
An overall assessment of the community agency, as described by The 
International Partnenhip for Service-Learning (a not-for-profit organization 
rounded in 1982 that serves colleges, univenities, service agencies and related 
organizations around the world), would be appropriate to focus on the service 
agency's mission, history, goveruance, staff, clientele, and effectiveness. This 
information was (ound at the International Partnenhip ror S~rvice-Leaming's 
bome page, (http://www.studyabroad.comlpsl.about.html). 
The study can be delimited by comparing the services provided by a 
particular college to the surrounding area community agencies. [valuating how the 
provider met tbe recipient's expectations and needs may uncover any effective 
communication strategies used tbroughout the partDenbip. Written, verbal, 
nonverbal, formal meetings, informal meetiags, e-mail, and telephone convenations 
are all methods of communication tbat may enbance tbe esperience for the service 
learning partnen. Moreover, finding out whicb partDen communicated more 
frequently and bow they communicated should also prove to be beneficial in aiding 
future service learning projects. 
9 

Pumose of Study 
The rationale of tbis study is to inquire about tbe sen-ice learning experience 
provided to the agency and community and assess tbe potential communicative 
stntegies exbibited. The partnenbip between the sen-ice learning recipient and 
provider should generally prove favorable for both parties. Expectations are obliged 
to be met that will allow a favorable experience to be bestowed upon the agency and 
community. 
Furtbermore, a mutually rewarding relationsbip between tbe provider and 
recipient sbould exist during the sen-ice learning project. In fac~ it is described on 
the International Partnersbip for Sen-ice-Learning's (IPS-L) homepage 
(bttp:/Iwww.studyabroad.comlpsl.about.btml) tbat tbe student and recipient 
relationship may prove to be so beneficial tbat many students may stay connected 
witb their agencies after the program and willingly continue tbeir established 
friendsbips by belping in various ways. Some have returned after graduation to 
work at their agency in a professional capacity. This is tbt type of relationsbip and 
partnenbip tbat needs to exist between the sen-ice learning provider and recipient. 
Being able to establisb tbis relationsbip may mean tbat tbe service project is 
fulfilling tbe expectations of tbe agency and community. 
Concern for the welfare of tbe institution and more importantly, its students, 
bas been identified as tbe focal point of sen-ice learning researcb thus far. For 
eumple, Schine (1997) explains tbat sen-ice learning is a significant element in the 
educational process at all levels - scbool, college, and beyond. It bas more to do with 




academic effort in building an understanding of others, the capacity to be an 
effective citizen, and the promise of leading a balanced life in an increasingly 
complex world. The beneficial element provided to tbe students is tbe underlying 
concern, which prompts tbis interrogation of the service learning experience for the 
community. The service recipienfs expectations and final outcome analysis orthe 
service project has not been examined in detail. 
Service learning courses should focus on investigating the needs of the 
individuals in the surrounding urban or rural community wbo are the service 
recipients. This investigation involves tbe students becoming culturally aware of the 
agency's environment. Gonsalves, Olsen, and Reilly (1996) speak of providing 
quality service to tbe school community and also being interested in enbancing 
cross-cultural knowledge and sensitivity in all service participants. The integration 
of students into the organization's culture is a process whicb needs to be addressed 
wben considering tbe overall impact of tbe service provided by tbe students. 
Tbe effects of service on those previously or currently in service recipient 
roles will be evaluated. The interpersonal communicative processes c:arried out 
between tbe service partners (or the duration of their project wiD be renected upon. 
A common tbeme of communication stntegies wiH be discovered tbat will benefit 
any future service learning projects. 
Research Questions 
In general, to promote the rusibility of high quality senic:e, tbe foHowing 
researcb questions will be addressed in this study. 
Ll 
ROt: How did tbe sen-ices provided by tbe students and educational 
institutions benefit the sen-ice recipients? 
RQ2: Bow did tbe sen-ices provided by tbe students and educational 
institutions meet the needs and expectations of tbe sen-ice recipients! 
RQ3: Bow were tbe sen-ice recipient's needs and expectations communicated 
to the students and educational institutions? 
RQ4: Wbat communication strategies were used in providing tbe needed 
sen-ice! 
Summaa 
The researcb conducted in this study will evaluate if the service provided via 
service learning partnerships responds to an actual community need that is 
recognized by the community. The service sbould be designed to acbieve significant 
benefits for the students and the community. AU partners sbould benefit from the 
project and contribute to its planning. 
Tbe development of tbis study will be given by depicting the components of 
eacb cbapter. The first cbapter bas given an overview of tbe intentions and agenda 
or tbis service learning study. Cbapter Two will provide a literature review tbat will 
summarize bow knowing tbe history and original purpose or service learning will 
prove to be useful to all parties involved. Moreover, baving the guiding principles 
and sequential steps for a service learning es.perieDce oudiDed in advance should 
establish aDd demonstrate a productive aDd advantageous projecL 
The third chapter will discuss the methodological approach used in this 
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interviews, documentation analysis and a thematic analysis of the data will lead to 
an assessment of tbe findings in Cbapter Four. An overall conclusion wiD be given in 
Cbapter Five that will outline wbat communication strategies bave proven to be 
effective in service learning projects by meeting tbe community's es;ptCtations and 
needs. Sigmon (1979) promoted tbis availing element of sel'Vice learning by 
describing it as "reciprocal learning" tbat occurs only wben both tbe providers and 
recipients of service profit from the activities. This furtber substantiated tbe aspect 
that after all, during a service learning partnership, the same goal is in mind for 
both tbe service provider and tbe service recipient: a mutually beneficial 
relationsbip and e.lperience. 
Directory of Tenns 
Service learning recipient - community agency and members receiving 
service 
Service learning provider - students of institutions providing service 
Service learning project - students providing recognized and needed service 
to community agency for college coune credit 
Community agency - organization or group in tbe local area having interests 
in common 
Community based organization - another name for community agency 
Communication strategies - to convey, impart. or convene the skill 
employment and coordination of service learning tactics between and among 
the partners 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
Wben conducting a senice learning project, Ebrlicb (1996) points out that 
the concern for tbe welfare of the educational institution, and more importantly, its 
studenu, has been identified as tbe focal point of service learning research thus far. 
Furthermore, tbe pedagogical experience of the student bas been examined; 
bowever, the service recipient's experience needs to be further addressed. 
Communicating tbe service recipient's or community based organization's 
perception of tbe service learning project sbould enable educational institutions to 
provide more beneficial services in tbe ruture. 
[n this chapter, the history of service learning, along with its agenda, will be 
discussed, so that tbe importance of a mutually beneficial partnenhip wiD be 
established for the reader. Moreover, the procedural steps that outline a service 
learning project and standards of conduct are provided. The communication of tbis 
information should allow a productive service learning experience to be had by all 
parties involved. 
By providing the service learning procedural steps, tbe reader sbould be able 
to contrive wbat, wben, and bow certain communicative interactions can result in 
productive service learning experiences. Furthermore, tbe researcber proposes tbat 
effective communication strategies will be discovered during tbe course of tbis study 
tbat could be integrated into the procedural steps and organization of a service 
learning project. After all, a common denominator among aU senice learning 
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partners helps to fulrln the expectations of tbe individuals involved in the 
relationship and enables them to define it as being successful. 
History 
In a report A Brief History of Service Learning. Morton (1999) describes 
that the current representation of service learning was invented sometime in the 
middle 1960's and fint appeared, as nearly as we can tell, in a 1967 report by the 
Manpower Development Project of Oak Ridge Associated Universities. The report 
described a program tbat recruited students and faculty to work on tasks defined by 
tbe community organizations in tbe Tributary Area Development Regions of tbe 
Tennessee Valley Autbority. From this initial report found on tbe Invisible 
College's bome page (bttp:/lwww.invcol.pdLedulic:.htm). came the current 
understanding of service learning and tbe importance of a mutually beneficial 
partnersbip. 
An analysis by KraCt and Swadener (1994) gives a summary oCthe most 
current history of service learning and describes the decade of tbe nineties to ~ a 
time with strong commuDitarian and service overtones. President Bush·s Points of 
Ligbt campaign in 1990. tbe Congressional passage oC tbe National and Community 
Service Act in 1990, and President Ointon's National Service Trust Act of 1993, 
were preceded by a small group ofcollege and university presidents in 1985 wbo 
founded tbe national Campus Compact. 
President Busb's Points of Ligbt ampaign, explained in more detail on tbe 
Coundation's bome page (bttp:/lwww.pointsotligbt.org/), denotes that strong service 
impossible to accomplish alone. nese partnersbips built a sbared sense of 
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commitment and responsibility throughout the community and ensured that 
everyone who was touched by tbe service was represented in tbe leadersbip, 
planning, and implementation oftbe project. Avoiding unnecessary duplication of 
efforts among agencies and offering opportunities for people to learn from each 
other and sbare resources are two primary goals. Contributing to rebuilding 
bealtby, caring communities was and still is tbe focal point. 
Througbout the 1980's, state and local boards of education and bundreds of 
scbools across tbe country began service learning programs or requiring community 
service for graduation. Tbe decline in volunturism on college campuses was baited 
as a growing number of young adults again found meaning in giving back to their 
communities. 
Kraft and Swadener (1994) go on 10 explain tbat wbile volunteerism bas a 
long and bonorable bistory in American society, community service bas often come 
to mean a court ordered sentence for misdemeanors. Civic or citizenship edu(ltion 
have tbeoretically been part of the school social studies curriculum fOr" a century, 
but with increasing youtb violence and otber social patbologies, it has received 
increased attention in recent years. During tbe nineties, tbere was a growing 
acceptance of and coalescence around tbe concepts of service learning. 
Dimensions 
Once again, from tbe Invisible College's bome page, Morton (1999) nplains 
that one dimension of service learning's bistory is grounded in emerging 
understandings of service.. from tbe local and churcb-based cbarity of the eigbteenth 
. ......... . .... . I • .".. if' t h .
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evidenced in the asylums oflbe 1830's and the settlement bouses of the late 
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nineteentb century. Tbese examples suffice as prototypes or many or the community 
organizations in wbich most or our students serve. Morton (1999) goes on to 
describe that the second dimension takes sbape in tbe learning and organizational 
development tbeories or Kurt Lewin in the late 1940's. The website 
(bttp://www.hhdarticies.comlm034111_3313483III61pria rticle.j DtmJ) gins rurther 
inrormation on Lewin, who authored Resolving Social Connict, a book that explores 
issues or social identity and marginality. Herbert and McNeil. (1986) described 
Lewin, who composed articles on psychosocial problems or minority groups. Also, it 
was Lewin who articulated an educational theory latu made popular in service 
learning by David Kolb, a theory or experientialleaming tbat defines the cognitive 
processes or learning. 
Additionally, it was Lewin's insigbt tbat contributed, in part, to Robert 
Greenlears ideas concerning servant leadership. The web site 
(http://www.Ouidpowerjoumal.coIlll1999%20issuesl01Systemlntegrstor/a1t ••. Serva 
ntLeaders.ht) and May and Trosky (1989) detailed tbe work or Robert Greenlear 
and described him as the originator or the concept of servant leadersbip. Greenleaf 
noticed, while working at AT&T, that the most successful managers kept in their 
vision the long-term development of their team memben. They used daily 
challenges as opportunities to develop the judgment and decision-making capacity 
or everyone around them. From this perceptive observation, Green lear refined his 
leadership development protfSS. 
Furthermore, linking these otherwise disparate histories is a tbird dimension 
-*' ---..!-- I ___=--_ .a.-. ..._-....-... ............ ftr ............... " .. ,. ........ nit-v ••....,.;..,.", in. .h..
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vernacular language of the United States at some point in the post-war 1940's. 
Morton (1999) goes on to explain that the phrase "community service" does not 
show up in the writing of Jane Addams or John Dewey for eumple; or in the 
writings of Dorothy Day prior to 1950. To give the reader more insight into this 
history, Jane Addams received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1931. The web site 
(http://home.pacbell.netlwhaincltmp_addams.htm) explains that Addams was given 
the award not only for playing a significant role by lending a helping hand in 
worldwide disarmament following World War I, but also fol'" her plans to found 
settlement houses. Addams (1949) described her experiences at Hull House, which 
was founded in 1889 in Chicago Dlinois. Furthermore, Dorothy Day co-founded the 
Catholic Worker witb Peter Maurin in 1933. 
A detailed biograpby of Dorotby Day is given on the web site 
(bup:/lwww.catholicworker.comlddaybio.htm) and from Bowden (1977) whicb 
described the Catholic Worker as a paper to publicize Catbolic social teaching and 
promote steps to bring about tbe peaceful transformation ofsociety. Tbe paper 
didn't merely complain, but called on its readers to make personal responses. The 
editors personally got tbe chance to put tbeir principles into practice by living 
sbelter to those homeless people wbo knocked on their door. The Catbolic Worker 
became a national movement and by 1936 there were tbiny-tbree bouses spread 
across the country. 
What drew tbese various dimensions togetber into the construct of service 
learning in 1967, it can be argued, is tbe emergence between 1850 and 1950 ofa 
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surplus the fundamental economic problem. This culture replaced tbe citizen witb 
the consumer, and lire meaning with lifestyle, leading people into lives that were 
experienced as increasingly complex, fragmented and inauthentic. 
Development 
Koulish (1998) elaborates on the significance of assessing the effectiveness of 
the community impact of service learning. Koulish (1998) expands the definition or 
community by adding an experiential process of participation and by introducing 
learning-based definitions (service learning). This experiential approach to 
community resembles what K'Meyer (1996) terms the "intentional community." 
Following K'Meyer, the intentional community consisas of a group of people who by 
choice rorm a partnersbip througb which they share geographic (neighborhoods) or 
virtual (the Web) space. Community participants are grounded in a commitment to 
engage in candid dialogue and common experience in forgoing a common 
understanding of the coUaboradon's origins, purpose, development, and group life. 
Service learning, defined as a form of experiential education in wbicb 
students engage in activities that address human and community needs together 
with structured opportunities for integrating this experience with academic 
curriculum (Jacoby, 1996), serves as a catalyst for nurturing the intentional 
community. Service learning fosters the intentional community through William 
Beard Kilpatrick's (1918) premise that student learning is most valued and 
enduring when grounded within "wholehearted, purposerul activity in a social 
environment" (p. 330). 
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John Dewey (t9t6) argued that human beings possess a natural urge to 
operate to the limit of their capacity - in short, to learn. Koulisb (1998) ioquisitively 
asks, but learning toward what end? What type of learning do citizens need in the 
community? Koulisb (1998) goes on to explain tbat as tbe pletbora of recent 
literature on civic disengagement suggests, tbe utent to whicb college students fail 
to be driven by tbe urge for civic involvement, and conduct tbemselves in tenns of it, 
is tbe utent to wbich fonnal education fails to deliver on its fundamental mission. 
Furthermore, John Dewey experimented with fonns of pedagogy designed to 
tnnsrorm the adverse and pacifying effects of the traditional classroom (Argyris & 
Scbon, 1974; Kolb, 1984). Dewey (1916) recognized that education is fundamentaDy 
about values, or "'be ends for tbe sake of wbicb man acts" (p. 16). An essential 
feature of education is the uperience of being uposed to and eventually mastering 
wbat one thougbt was impossible or irrelevant. ne student must experience tbe 
relevance or what be or sbe is being solicited to know for tbe developmeot of a 
meaningful, productive, and lucntive life (Koulisb, 1998). 
Service learning consists of various instructional metbods tbat Iiok 
community service and academic study so tbat each strengtbens tbe other. As 
already discussed, Ehrlicb (1996) argues tbat the basic tbeory of service leamiog is 
empbatically implied tbrougb Dewey's work, whicb implores tbat tbe interaction of 
knowledge and skills witb experience is key to learning. In otber words, students 
learn best by opening tbe doon and windows of uperience. 
Community service aod experiential pedagogy, as explained by tbe Invisible 
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as a way to re-integr&te fragmented knowledge, relationships and caring into an 
integrated wbole. From this perspective, it is the effort toward integration and 
wholeness that bistorically grounds service learning and gives it its meaning and 
energy. 
Tbis emphasis on pedagogy focuses attention and research toward tbe 
educational institutions and tbe student's penpective of service learning. Service 
learning is integrated into and enhances the academic curriculum of the students 
enrolled and includes structured time for students to renect on tbe service 
experience. Many service learning organizations bave been established to promote 
the linking of community service and academic study. 
Service Learning Organizations 
Service programs and agencies increase campus.wide participation in 
community and public service and promote service learning 4S a valued component 
of higher education. Because of this, faculty members are trained in skills needed to 
develop effective service learning opportunities. Just as an eumple, from the 
Campus Outreach Opportunity League's (COOL) bome page 
(http://www.cooI2serve.org/main.htm) and from Kobrin and Nadelman's (1997) 
Service Counts: RevitalizingLiteracy Efforts in American Higher Education, it is 
reported tbat the members aim to mobilize and connect students of all backgrounds 
to lead a movement that increases participation in our communities, promotes 
activism, and fosters tbe civic and social responsibility necessary to build a just 
society. The service learning organizations, described below, from the Western 
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Learning, elemplify the partnership that should be established between the 
educational institution, its students, and the community agencies. 
Learn and Serve America's Western Region Campus Compact Consortium. 
as described on its home page (http://www.ac.wwu.edulwrccc/). is a four-state 
coalition of ninety-two college and university Presidents and Chancellors that seek 
to increase campus-wide participation in community and public senice and to 
integrate service-learning as a valued component of higher education. The members 
of the consortium are committed to enhancing student and institutional 
responsibility, citizenship, leadership and awareness of community assets and issues, 
while reinvigorating higher education's concern for improving the quality of life in 
our society. The Western Region Campus Compact Consortium serves as a liaison 
and consultant among both the campuses and community based organizations 
interested in forming partnerships toward positive community, raculty, student, 
stalT, administration, and program development. 
The Invisible College's home page explains in detail that the Campus 
Compact's Project on Integrating Service with Academic Study (1SAS), which is 
also in Kobrin and Nadelman's (1997) Semce Counts: Revitalizing Lileracy ElTorts 
in American Bicher Education. convened a group of sixty faculty members from 
a(ross the country and became the "Invisible College". The Invisible CoUege, an 
ever-expanding circle of educators, fosters and promotes community service 
learning as an effective educational tool. The Invisible College recognizes the 
transforming power or service learning to involve the academy as a responsible and 
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strive, in various institutions and positions, to integrate learning aed service in tbe 
diverse communities in wbicb they work and live. 
The WPUI (Indiana University-Purdue Univenity at Indianapolis) Office of 
Service Learning's web site (bttp:/Iwww.psyynix.iupui.edulservhom.btm) describes 
the service learning opportunities available to both faculty and students. The Office 
of Service Learning assists faculty with the design, implementation, and assessment 
of service learning courses. The Office of Service Learning ofTers faculty workshops, 
provides support to faculty for curricular development, and identities community 
service opportunities. Tbe Office of Service Learning assists students in identifying 
service learning counes and provides scholarships to support the continued 
involvement of students in voluntary service to tbe local community. 
The American Association of Community CoUeges' (AACC) web site 
(bttp:/lwww.aacc.nche.edulservices/serviceclearinghouse.htm) explains that the 
association began I service learning initiative in 1994 with a grant from the 
Corporation for National Service, an organization described by Kobrin and 
Nadelman (1997) to strengthen the service learning infrastructure within and across 
community colleges, and to help train faculty members in skills needed to develop 
effective service learning opportunities. The AACC helped develop campus-based 
programs tbat became a nudeus for a growing community coUege service learning 
network. AACC named IS community coUeges to participate in the "'Broadening 
Horizons through Service Learning" project. 
The Learn & Serve America National Service-Learning Oeal;oghouse's web 
... ~ 
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describe the comprehensive infonnation system tbat focuses on all dimensions of 
service-learning, covering kindergarten through higher education (school-based). as 
well as community-based initiatives. One program oudined. and previously 
mentioned. is the Points of Light Foundation wbicb was founded in 1990 and 
provides information on over 500 volunteer centers and is the central hub for 
community-based service learning initiatives across tbe country. Tbe foundation 
staff involves community agencies with schools. as well as develops strong 
community connections among and between community agencies. 
The center for tbe clearinghouse is located at the University of Minnesota. 
Department of Work. Community, and Family Education (WCFE). with 
collaboration from a consortium of twelve other institutions and organizations. The 
mission or WCFE. as detailed on its web site (bttp:/Iwcfe.coled.unlD.edu/), is to 
improve theory and practice and to prepare professionals concemed with education 
and training that enable youth and adults to carry out responsibilities of their 
vocations in the workplace, the family, and the community. 
The National Society for Experiential Education (NSEE), located in Raleigh. 
NC, is a membersbip association and national resource-center tbat promotes 
experience-based approaches to teaching and leaming. For over 25 years. as 
explained on NSEE's home page (bUp:/Iwww.nsee.orgl) and by Kobrin and 
Nadelman (1997), the best practices for effectively integrating experience into 
educational programs bave been developed. NSEE works with educators, 
businesses, and community leaders in tbe shared belief tbat students' fuilleaming 
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potential can most effectively be tapped through experience-based education 
programs. 
To explain experiential education in more detail from NSEE's web site, it 
encompasses a wide range of teaching and learning methods that engage the learaer 
actively in whatever is being learned. Eumples include: internships, sen-ice­
learning, school-to-work, career development, cooperative education, cross-cultural 
education, action researcb, leadersbip development, adventure and outdoor 
education, and active learning in the classroom. As a philosophy, experiential 
education asserts that the development or knowledge and tbe acquisition or skills 
belong as partners in education, where each can transform tbe other. 
The American Association of Higher Education's (AAHE) Service Learning 
Project web site (http://aahe.orglservice.srv-Im.htm) explains that tbe association 
consists or a two-part initiative dedicated to the integration of service learning 
across the disciplines. AAHE sees its primary role as a facilitator and resource ror 
tbose whose work brings them into more direct contact witb teaching faculty. 
AAHE aims to ultimately strengtben the educational infrastructure supporting 
service learning in bigber education. 
According to tbe Campus Compact's National Center for Community 
College's web site (bttp:llwww.compact.org), Campus Compact is a membersbip 
organization that supports a burgeoning level of community service activity among 
students, faculty, and administration on over 500 college and university campuses 
across the country. Another campus organization, rounded in 1984, tbe Campus 
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(bttp://www.cool2serve.orglmain.btm). is a national non-prout organization 
dedicated to the education and empowerment o( college students to strengthen our 
nation through community service. COOL aims to mobilize and connect students o( 
all backgrounds to lead a movement tbat increases participation in our 
communities, promotes activism, and (osters the civic and social responsibility 
necessary to huild a just society. 
The Community-Campus Partnerships (or Health (CCPH), located in San 
Francisco, is a nonprofit organization (ounded in 1996 to (oster health-promoting 
partnersbips hetween communities and educational institutions. The partnership's 
web site (http://(uturehealth.ucs(.edulccph.html) explains that creating healthier 
communities and overcoming complex societal problems requires collaborative 
solutions which bring communities and institutions together as equal partners and 
huilds upon the assets, strengths, and capacities o( each. As an organization, 
members strive to develop collaborative relationships with otber organizations. 
The International Partnership (or Service-Learning, (ounded in 1982, is an 
incorporated not-for-profit organization serving coUeges, universities, service 
agencies and related organizations around the world by (ostering programs tbat 
link community service and academic study. uteroationa) Partnership service 
programs, as described by the Learn and Serve America's bome page 
(http:www.aacc.nche.edulinitiatives.SERVlCElresource.htm) are unique in their 
combination or (ormal academic study and substantive, hands-on community 
service. Eumples oC partnerships with agencies (rom tbe community include 
schools, orphanages, health care and education institutions, recreationai centers, 
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and community development projects. As previously mentioned many students stay 
connected witb tbeir agencies after the program, continuing (riendsbips and belping 
in various ways. Some have returned after graduation to work at tbeir agency in a 
professional capacity. 
Student Benefits 
A student can benefit (rom taking a service learning class because it provides 
an opportunity to be actively involved in the learning process. Service learning 
offers a way to develop personal competencies and leadersbip skills tbrougb service 
to otbers. As students participate in meeting community needs, tbey explore 
educational and career choices and create positive community connections. Service 
learning is not intended to require more work tban a regular course; however, it is 
important to note that it is a different type of work tban a traditional coune. 
Service learning provides students witb an opportunity to engage in active luming, 
wbicb often leads to greater involvement and a more (ulrdling educational 
experience. 
A real world experience is made possible (or tbe students and causes :l more 
(ulfilling educational experience. The students are able to actuaDy apply tbeir 
classroom knowledge o( course objectives to community projects outside tbe 
university environment. The students get exposure to new environments or cultures 
tbey would not see i( tbey were not involved in service learning projects. 
In more specific detail, students at each or the Corporation for National 
Service grantee coUeges consistently reported that service learning enbanced their 
understanding of coune materiai, and increased their awareness oicummunity 
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needs and their ability to make a difference in their local communities 
(http://www.cns.gov/joiningiindiLhtml). Once again! concentration on tbe 
provider's service learning experience contributes to tbe focus on the student's 
interest and benefit. Tbe vast majority of service learners enthusiastically 
recommend service learning to their peers as well as to faculty who have yet to 
incorporate the instructional metbodology. 
Morreale & Droge (1998) aamined literature surveying the attainments of 
service learning in the communication field. These attainments also seem to benefit 
tbe student participants. Morreale & Droge (1998) aplained tbat in classrooms 
across the country, communication faculties are incorporating a new form of 
pedagol)" into their courses. This service learning pedagol)" involves a strong use of 
communication and interpersonal skills inciudingliteraey (writing, reading, 
speaking and listening) and various technical skills. 
Morreale & Droge (1998) then focus on giving examples of service learning 
projects by uplaining that in a communication research class at tbe University of 
Utah, students conducted focus groups for the local cbapter of the American Cancer 
Society. In a public relations seminar at La Salle University, students developed a 
public information campaign for the local Habita~ for Humanity cbapter. In a 
communication and social cbaoge course at Eastern New Mexico State University, 
students worked witb a local sexual trauma and recovery organization to plan the 
altney's annual Take Back tbe Night event. 
Consequendy, more student benefits are made apparent when surveying tbe 
historicai purpose oi service ;ai"uing, wliidi lias au GiatGri~ :r:d:t:~::. The ::npa~! 
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of service learning is pronounced when students participate in thoughtfully 
organized community and public service projects in which they meft the needs of a 
particular community or public. Service learning helps foster civic rtsponsibility 
and critical examination of the rights and responsibilities of citizens in a democratic 
society. Its emphasis on civic education ties service learning to tbe communication 
field's tradition of preparing students for public deliberation and a role in public 
life (Morreale & Droge, 1998). 
Educational historian Bruce KimbaD (1992) argues that the ideal of unselfish 
service was brought to the professions by the ministry in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. Kimball (1992) focuses on the development of professions and 
the very meaning of professionalism. It would benefit any student to know the 
historical reference of professionalism. Furthermore, training students for civic 
involvement represents what Kimball (1992) caDs the "oratorical" tradition in 
higher education. This notion is traceable to the rhetorical tradition of QuiDtUian 
and Socrates in Bizzell & Herzberg (1990), and demonstrates that linking 
community service and academic studies is not new to the communication field. 
Another noteworthy benefit to students is the overwhelmiDg popularity of 
service learning in the last several years across the nation. Service learning bas 
become so prominent that edited books and journals devoted to this topic are now 
being published. Furthermore, the 1- Annual National Conference on Service 
Learning Researcb is being beld in Berkeley, CA in October 2001. As the popularity 
of this pedagogy spreads, the student requirements and experience for service 
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Communication and Service Learning 
In furthering tbe discussion of the historical aspect or service learning and its 
link to the communication field, Appelgate and Morreale (1998) speak or the 
development or communication studies by explaining that rrom the work or the 
ancient Greek rhetoricians, to the inRuential writings of John Dewey and the 
pragmatists, to contemporary theories, the discipline has embraced a dual focus on 
understanding the practice ofcommunication and improving it. Appelgate and 
Morreale (1998) explain that communication is the primary practice through wbicb 
the individual and tbe community coUaboratively develop or fragment. A special 
reRexive relationship exists between the study or communication as the means for 
constructing social reality and service learning as pedagogy designed to enhance 
social life and communities. 
In continuing the communication aspect, Whitham (1983) believes that 
because service-learning programs are people-oriented, they place great eDlpbasis 
on individualizing experiences ror program participants. Tbe typical program is 
thus very nexible, and no two individuals' experiences of it will be eJ.3ctly the same. 
Under these circumstances, standardized measures that employ a single scale to 
measure effects are not likely to reveal significant individual cbanges.In addition, 
Whitbam (1983) adds that service learning programs are complex partnerships that 
rely on communication among the partners for their success. Evaluation metbods 
tbat are consistent witb, and contribute to, promoting such dialogue are most easily 
woven into the fabric or these programs. Therefore, tbose in the communication 
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practice tbrough which individualleaming and civic engagement takes place 
(Applegate & Morreale, 1998). 
Relative Communicative Aspects 
From the aforementioned information, a strong connection between service 
learning and communication has been revealed. The expectations, needs and 
benelits of the service recipients sbould be unveOed. The needs of the community 
agencies and bow these needs were communicated to tbe service providers, tbe 
students of the educational institution, should be addressed to promote an efl'ective 
service learning project. Moreover, how tbe expectations of tbe service recipients or 
community agencies were communicated and met by the service providers is tbe 
underlying reason for tbis study. 
Because of the expressed importance of meeting expectations and fullilling 
obligations, two theories from the communication lield help to outline this study and 
tbe issues and questions addressed. These are tbe expectancy violation tbeory and 
the uncertainty reduction theory. These two theories will be explained. Burgoon & 
Hale (1988; Burgoon, 1993) developed the expectancy violation theory whicb is used 
in tbe present study to determine if tbe targeted expectations and benelits or tbe 
service recipients were met. Evaluations of each partner's communicative ability 
could then be made from tbe retrieved information. 
In further detaO, Burgoon and Hale's (1988) Expectancy Violation Theory 
(EVT), examines bow nonverbal messages are structured. The theory advances that 
wben communicative norms are violated; the violation may be perceived either 
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violatioD. Violating another's expectations may be a strategy used over tbat of 
conforming to anotber's expectations. The EVT theory suggests that people bave 
elpectations about the behaviors (both verbal aDd nonverbal) of others. The interest 
lies in the resulting impact that these deviations bave OD the interaction process. 
To help the reader understand tbe blending of the EVT theory with tbe 
proposed study, the assumptions of EVT sbould be mentioned. Buman interaction is 
driven by expectations. Expectations are defined as the cognition and behaviors tbat 
we anticipate in conversations witb otbers. These elpectations include nonverbal 
and verbal bebaviors. Burgoon and Hale (1988) identified two types of eJ.pectations. 
The first is preinteractional elpectations, whicb refer to a communicator's ability to 
carry out an interaction. And the second, interactional expectations refer to a 
person's ability to carry out tbe interaction itself. Maintaining appropriate 
conversational distance and listening are el.lmples ofsucb expectancies. One's 
cultural background has a strong influence on the expectations of appropri.te 
behaviors that are establisbed. Furthermore, the expectations for humin behavior 
are larDed. People larD their expectations for appropriate behaviors from the 
culture at large and from individuals in the various social institutions in that 
culture. Burgoon and Hale (1988) point out tbe importance of recognizing the 
inOuence of our prior knowledge of othen, our relational bistory with them, and 
our expectations for interactions. 
As with any other theory, there is a critique of Burgoon Ind Hale's (1988) 
EVT theory stating that EVT bas been praised for its clarity and practicality, as 
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tbe tbeory bave questioned the principles guiding EVT. One example is the initial 
lack ofacknowledgement of tbe role ofculture in tbe development of e:lpectations 
for bebavior. This statement addresses the researcber's interest in further 
communication studies of acclimating service providen to tbe service recipient's 
culture and bow tbis integration effects tbe service learning project. 
Tbe second communication theory, Berger & Calabrese's (1975) uncertainty 
reduction tbeory can be connected to this service learning study by emphasizing tbe 
importance of reducing the uncertainty between the service learning partnen. This 
tbeory creates a very rational structure to elplain interaction behavior between 
strangen who are entering a relationship by positing a common drive that directs 
the performances of such relationsbip memben. Moved by the need to reduce 
uncertainty between tbem, tbe relationsbip memben work to develop a predictable 
pattern of information ncbange. As already suggeited, parties invoh'ed in any 
service learning project need to communicate tbeir elpectations clearly to one 
anotber so tbat tbere is not a scope of perple:lity or confusion. If tbe c:lpectations of 
tbe parties are not communicated, it is possible that an effective or productive 
relationsbip between the service recipient and tbe service provider will not come 
into nistence. Once more, if the upettations of the parties are not communicated" 
uncertainty concerning tbe planning and overall outcome ofa service learning 
project may nourisb. 
To further address tbe undentanding oftbe uncertainty reduction theory for 
the reader, tbe foUowing description is provided. The uncertainty reduction tbeory 
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uDcertaiDty iD tbe situatioD. Their levels of uncertaiDty are located in both 
bebavioral and cognitive realms (Berger &. Calebrese.. (975). That is, they may be 
unsure of bow to behave (or how the other person will behave), and they may also 
be unsure what they think oftbe otber and wbat the other person tbinks of tbem. 
Furtber, people's uncertainty is botb at an individual level and relationallevet. 
People are highly motivated to use communication to reduce tbeir uncertaiDty 
according to tbis theory. 
OriginaDy called "lnitial [nttraction Theory," Berger and Calebrese (1975) 
developed the tbeory to explain how communication is used to reduce the level of 
uncertainty betweeD people engaging in initial interactions. A primary goal of 
persons in initial interactions is to increase tbeir ability to make predictions about 
one another in order to explain tbe outcomes of the interaction. Prediction is defined 
al "the ability to define bebavioral options likely to be chosen from a range of 
possible options available to oneself or to a relational partner." Elplanation is 
defined as "attempts to iDterpret the meaniDg of past actioRs in a relationship." As 
already mentioned, later revisions of tbe initial tbeory identified two types of 
uncertainty: cognitive and behavioral. Cognitive uRcertaiDty refers to the 
uncertainty associated witb beliefs and attitudes that we bold. Behavioral 
uncertainty refers to tbe ability ofan individual to predict behavior in a certain 
situation. 
The uncertainty reduction theory and the expectancy violation tbeory bave 
been discussed to associate communication witb service learning proj'I!CtJ. The 
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recipients in a sen-ice learning project is of prominent concern in this study. Other 
autbors bave toucbed upon the importance ofexpectations in tbeir researcb. Their 
writings will now be focused upon and discussed to endorse the importance of 
meeting expectations and reducing uncertainty in a service learning partnersbip. 
Gudykunst & Kim (1997) explain tbat communication expectations involve 
individuals' anticipations, predictions. or beliefs about bow relational parties are 
likely to interad witb eacb otber. Fisber & Adams (1994) believe that individuaJs 
derive sucb communication expectations from "tbe past bistory of tbe interaction 
patterns that bave been enacted by tbe participants" (p. 377). In sbort. Jackson 
(1964) sutes tbat "people who interact develop expectations about eacb otbers' 
bebavior. not only in tbe sense that tbey are able to predict the regularities, but also 
in tbe sense tbat tbey develop preferences about how otbers sbould bebave under 
certain circumstances" (p. 225). Berger (1997) explains tbat tbe essential argument 
is tbat expectations inOuence bebavior no matter wbat tbe specific context because 
expectations are powerful motivators or "primers" toward goal accomplishment. 
Moreover, Weick (1979) adds that expectations become self-fulfilling propbecies. 
The instructor in tbe service learning project needs to realize tbat the sen-ice 
providers, tbe students, are not only trying to fulml the expectations for tbeir college 
credit. but also fulfill tbe expectations and needs oftbe community agency. BecAuse 
of tbis twofold responsibility, students Deed communicated to tbem their 
requirements to complete and pass the class, not only from tbe instructor's 
viewpoint. but also tbe agency's viewpoint. As already mentioned and realized, a 
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or confusion, tbererore the importance of communication and undentanding rrom 
and among all parties is emphasized. 
Service Learning Research 
Understanding the development and history or service learning, along with 
the educational and civic guidelines of conducting a program sbould produce a 
successrul and ravorable esperience tbat will be had by aU participants. This study 
empbasizes tbe service recipient's perspective oftheir service learning occurrence. 
The importance oftbe service recipient's viewpoint and sugestions are accentuated 
from already composed or conducted researcb. For e.lamp1e.. educators at all levels 
reported tbat welJ-designed and implemented service-learning activities can belp 
address unmet community needs wbile simultaneously providing students the 
opportunity to gain academic knowledge snd skills (Root, 1997). 
In addition, Anderson (1998) claims tbat service-learning may be described 
as botb a pbilosopby or education and an instructional metbod. As a pbilosopby or 
education, service learning reflects tbe belief tbat education sbould denlop social 
responsibility and prepare students to be involved citizens in democratic life. As an 
instructional method, service learning involves a blending of service activities with 
tbe academic curriculum in order to address real community needs wbile students 
learn through active engagement. 
Furtbermore, Fureo (1996) affirms the importance of tbis study by implying 
that service learning involves blending the key elements of community service and 
internsbips so both service providers and the service recipients benefit. These 
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will occur. Specifically, Furco (1996) states, "Service learning programs are 
distinguished from otber approacbes to experiential education by tbeir intention to 
equally benefit tbe provider and tbe recipient of tbe service as weD as to ensure 
equal focus on botb the senrice being provided and the learning tbat is occurring" 
(p. 1). A mutuaUy beneficial relationship of the service learning participants is once 
again being promoted. 
Additionally, Eyler & Giles (1999) believe that tbe community voice needs to 
be heard. Moreover, Sigmon (1996) suggests that both community needs and 
community participation in decision making get sbort sbrift in service learning. 
Using the community as a laboratory ratber tban working with the community on 
jointly useful projects may stunt the development of partnerships that offer 
continuous benefits to both parties. It may also ironically make it more difficult to 
create situations for learners that facilitate leaming, critical thinking, and 
perspective transformation. According to Eyler & Giles (1999), one student 
observed, "I've learned tbat my goals are not wbat I should be working for there. If 
I am going to be of service to tbem; tben I need to bear wbat their goals are, not my 
own"(p. 179). 
Students wbo reported tbat tbeir service met needs identified by community 
members were less likely to report tbat tbeir class was intellectually stimulating 
(Eyler & Giles, 1999). There may be a tension between doing wbat a community 
group plans and wants done and meeting student interest and learning DeedS. In 
genuine partnersbips, students and community members may work and pin 
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they may reelles! engaged than when doing tasks they have chosen themselves or 
cbosen to fulfill a particular academic goal. Students wbo are serving the 
community through completing a community wish list by picking up trub, painting 
a sbelter, or stuffing envelopes for a mailing may Dot find the work well connected 
to their individual academic interests. Awareness of this possible outcome should 
alert practitioners to build joint planning into community projects. This study will 
focus on both the service agent's role and the instructor's role in communicating the 
value of the learning esperience to the student. The involvement of these partners 
and their communication process to tbe students will be assessed. 
Conrad and Hedin (1987) believe tbat all service learning programs need to 
monitor sucb tbings as wbere students volunteer, how often they attend, the quality 
of tbeir work, tbe kind of supervision the site provides, and wbether tbe students are 
being given enougb or too much responsibility. Having basic information about bow 
the program is functioning is critical for its long~term bealtb and success. 
Monitoring the community service program involves keeping track of wbat 
individual students do. It includes gathering otber information, as weD, sucb as how 
effective the coordinator was in organizing, running, and publicizing tbe program, 
bow successful the bost agencies were in developing appropriate jobs for the 
students and bow receptive the community was to the youth. 
10 addition, Lipka (1997) oudines that a complete and rich database can and 
should aist in service learning education. From this database, knowledge can be 
generated to judge the effectiveness of individual projects and to influence the 
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practitioners and social scientists to make systematic and deliberate plans at tbe 
inception ofa project to ascertain tbe sbort-term and long-term effects of their 
money, work, and emotional investment. To parapbrase an old saying, any service 
learning project worth doing is wortb evaluating and researcbing well. Tbe intent of 
this research study was to contribute to the aforementioned database by expanding 
the knowledge to include the agency's communicative role in the service learning 
experience. 
For tbe reader, an actual service learning project will now be illustrated. 
Miller (1996) describes a service learning component in the SEAMS (Science, 
Engineering, Architecture, Matbematics, & Computer Science) disciplines by 
explaining that tbe waten of Clear Lake, located on Brevard Community College's 
(BCC) Cocoa campus; bave long been utilized by both the students and tbe general 
public for a variety of activities. However, over tbe last three decades, water flow to 
the lake has been greatly altered. Furthermore, the lake had not been tested to 
determine whether or not it was safe for human use. 
Joel OstrofT, associate professor of microbiology at BCC, realized the 
potential risk to students and local residents. He decided to offer a service learning 
component to his microbiology dass in order to scientifically test the safety of Oear 
t.ke's water. In addition, several environmental science professors encouraged 
students from their classes to participate in the study ofOora and fauna around the 
lake. 
Participation in the service learning program was optional Those students 
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hours at the lake, a final reflection paper indicating their overaH impression of the 
experience and to attend a mandatory two-bour group renection meeting. Students 
wbo fulfilled these requirements received ten percent added to their toul test score. 
With tbis incentive, all thirty students in Dr. Ostrotrs microbiology course decided 
to participate. 
The Bee students were divided into teams of four or fIVe and each team was 
assigned two or three students from the DRIVE (Deeds and Recreation Invalidate 
Violence Everywbere) Program. DRIVE takes at-risk studenls from the local area 
and gives them opportunities they would not otherwise have. A total of ten DRIVE 
students participated in the program. 
Dr. Ostroff trained tbe Bee students in the use and maintenance of all 
equipment and demonstrated sampling, testing and laboratory tecbniques. Each 
team was responsible for collection and analysis of their water samples as well as 
documentation of all relevant data. Samples were tested for pR9 temperature, 
dissolved osygen9 carbon dioxide, nitrates, phosphates, E. coli and total coliforms. 
Arter final analysis of all data, it was determined that Oear Lake was highly 
polluted witb bacteria. Althougb the lake was stUI safe for most animals and plants, 
it was deemed "unsafe" for bumans. As a direct rault of tbese findings, the college 
no longer holds scbool events that encourage swimming. 
Professor Ostraff plans to continue this study in tbe future. All data acquired 
througbout tbis project were documented., graphed and permanently recorded on 
computer disk. As tbis project becomes a permanent pa.rt of tbe microbiology 
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course., the repeated monitoring of these c:hemical levels will provide an ongoing 
history of tbe lake's vitality. 
The positive effects of optional service learning on his students are 
particularly encouraging to Dr. Ostroff. He believes that mandatory service learning 
detracts from the potential benefits. However, he discovered that most students get 
very exdted about the project once they decide to involve themselves and that tbis 
motivates them to work even barder in class. 
Sbortcomings in Service Learning Pannerships 
The Points of Light Foundation (1990) published A Practical Guide for 
Developing Agency/School Partnerships for Service-Learning, which outlines 
shortcomings in service learning partnerships. These shortcomings involved 
immediately getting everyone togetber to talk about forming a collaborative. While 
tbe intentions are good, tbe result can be frustrating and nonproductive if the 
organizations are not ready for that level of partnersbip. Being ready consists of all 
service participants planning in advance for the project. In the end, if planning does 
not occur in advance, an that the panners may have is a collaborative on paper, 
which may not be effective in achieving its goals. 
Additionally, A Practical Guide for Developinl Agency/School Partnerships 
for Service-Learning explained tbat energy is put into forming an organized 
structure witbout creating a common vision of wbat the two parties hope to 
accomplisb. No one in tbe partnersbip iJ willing to take a leadersbip role. People 
become involved in the partnersbip because of a position they hold rather than a 
commitment that they have. Pii'iuersbijii in; fGimtd bc:w:e:: cr:~~~!i~!!! !hat 
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have seriously connicting values. Organizations maintain hidden agendas that are 
not addressed. Moreover, partners may abuse power and control otbers. 
Consequently, the imponance of establishing an overall plan and individual 
objectives for all involved partners is supported from tbis information. 
Koulisb (1998) also unveils a shortcoming by demonstrating tbat tbe most 
imponant feature to assess with regard to building an intentional community 
concerns the successful synergy created by tbe collaboration while each partner also 
achieves its own institutional objectives. Unfortunately, the literature remains 
sparse witb regard to effective and appropriate evaluation tools to measure the 
success of these projects. Part of tbe problem is the inberent limitation of 
quantitative metbods to asses sucb intangibles as "synergetic collaborations," or the 
value added to each institution's objectives by combining students and community 
partners. 
Other observable shortcomings include making a service learning project 
mandatory for the service providers, tbe students, and not focusing on the 
imponance of listening to the service recipients to obtain valuable feedback to 
enhance future service learning endeavors. If a service learning project is made 
mandatory by tbe educational institution or the instructor, some drawbacks or 
shortcomings may occur througbout the process. Most notably, a natural blending 
between the service providers and their interests and tbe service recipients and their 
needs may Dot occur. Ifa service provider is placed witb a service recipient in whicb 
tbey have DO interes~ negative interactions could possibly occur during tbe service 
Feedback from the service recipients, the partners receiving the service~ will 
allow an evaluative process to occur for service learning projecu. Not including the 
element of feedback from the service recipienu means that the providers are not 
listening to the recipients. The recipienu need to have their voices heard concerning 
their needs and expectations from the service learning project. More importantly, 
focusing on the relationships developed during the experience and the resulting 
projecu could prove to be valuable for e"'aluating future service learning ventures. 
A voiding the Shortcomings 
The Points of Light Foundation's (1990) A Practical Guide for Develoeinc 
Agency/School Partnershies for Service-Learn inc also outlines that the first aspect 
of avoiding service learning partnership shortcomings is to decide which type of 
partnership is going to be established, whether it is a cooperation, coordination, or 
collaboration. The second step is to jointly develop an action plan. The third step is 
to create joint systems for managing activities. A determination is warranted ou 
how much communication is needed and on how it wiD be accomplished. 
In continuing, the fourth step is to evaluate the activities by asking questions 
such as is there open and frequent enough communication? The fifth step is to 
renew the effort by taking time to talk about what's working and what's not AD 
and all, it seems that communication is the key. Moreover, significant consideration 
of integrating the effective communication strategies outlined by the service 
recipients into tbe service laming partner's orientation and training could prove to 
be very appropriate and complimentary for future service learning projecu. 
Acbieving Quality in Sen'ice-Leaming: Effective Management 
Wben The Points of Ligbt Foundation (1990) developed their resource.d 
Practical Guide for Developing Agency/School Partnerships for Service-Learnina. 
the foundation wanted to achieve quality in service learning by eumining four 
distinctive steps. The first step is to clarify agency and faculty roles. Questions asked 
consist of snch issues as meeting expectations, responsibilities, monitoring tbe 
results, documentation, discipline, partner's roles, problems, logistics and 
celebration. The second step is to set clear assignments and expectations in writing. 
Details about the job/project, learning outcomes, supervision, responsibilities, work 
site, time commitment, qualifications, and results need to be darified. 
The third step consists of scheduling and time commitments. Issues 
addressed are the school calendar and cycle, dividing larger tasks into smaller 
pieces, logistics, continuing a relationsbip after project completion, and establishing 
ongoing relationships with faculty. The fourth step is appropriate supervision that 
includes orientation and training, monitoring perronDance, taking time for 
checkups, and evaluating tbe overall experience. The instructor sbould detennine 
how mucb supervision is needed and find tbe right supervisor. 
The Obio University Center for Community Service has also utilized a 
project planning worksheet that was developed tbrougb the Points of Ligbt 
Foundation (1990). Througbout the worksbeet, eigbt elements are addressed in 
wbicb pre-planning needs to take place before tbe service learning project 
commences. These elements are management, youth involvement, service 
components, iearning cUliipuiieiiiS, \:uiiiiiiuiiity 5U~r:rt :::d invo!veme!!t, ~!9!!!"t:~ 
tasks and omelines, and evsluation. By addressing these issues, a mutually 
beneficial relationsbip may be establisbed tbrougbout tbe service learning 
nperience. 
In June 1998, at tbe Invisible College National Gatbering, suggestions for 
deepening sustainable partnersbips in service learning were establisbed. Higbligbts 
from tbese suggestions consisted of involving community partners in training, 
evaluation and renection; nurturing relationsbips to foster partnersbips, realizing 
that collaboratively designed researcb can lead to funding and that long-tenD 
research is needed. Some very substantial questions were asked. Wbat is the 
morality of using peGple as a laboratory for student's learning? Bow do we create 
win/win partnersbips? Are we doing service learning in a way tbat builds 
community-in institutions, among practitioners? 
Service Learning Course Adaptation 
Introduction 
In continuing the discussion of the service learning process, The Eastern 
Michigan University Office of Academic Service Learning has compiled and 
published tbe Academic Service Learning Faculty Development Manual. In tbis 
manual, Stacey, Langer, & Rice (1997) provide a general overview and procedural 
list of service learning. The definition of service learning is given, along with a 
comparison to other volunteer activities and bow to connect tbe course objectives 
with the service activities. An empbuis is put on student synthesis, detailing an 
e:a:perientialleaming model, and bigbligbting the benefits to all involved service 
learning parties. In conclusion, the twelve steps for the integration of service 
learning into a coUege course are explained. 
Service Learning Definition 
The National Youth Leadenhip Council of 1991 defines service learning as 
both a teaching and learning method that connects meaningful community service 
with academic learning, personal growth and civic responsibility. Service learning is 
an instructional method under wbich students learn and develop tbrough active 
participation in tboughtfully organized service experiences tbat meet actual 
community needs and tbat are coordinated in collaboration witb tbe scbool and 
community. Service reaming is an instructional metbod that is integrated into tbe 
student's academic curriculum or provides structured time for a student to think, 
talk, or write about what the student did and saw during the actual service activity. 
Student Opportunities 
Service learning also provides students with opportunities to use newly 
acquired skills and knowledge in real-life situations in their own communities. The 
National and Community Service Act of 1990 states tbat service learniug enbances 
what is taught in school by extending student learning beyond tbe classroom and 
into the community and helps foster tbe development of a sense ofcaring for otben. 
Fenstermacber (1990) believes tbat the goal is to blend service and learning goals 
and activities in such a way tbat the two reinforce eacb other and produce a greater 
impact thaD eitber could produce alone. 
Service Learning vs. Volunteer Activities 
It is important to distinguish academic service learning from other volunteer 
activities performed by students on college campuses. Academic service learning 
only refers to those service activities designed to promote the learning of key 
concepts or skills taught in coUege counes or programs. Academic service learning, 
therefore, is not sending students out to work in a volunteer program where tbere is 
no clear conceptual link between what students do in the community and what is 
taught in the course. It is not offering extra credit for four hours of vol un leer service 
at the end of a term. The experience a student gains in the service activity, 
regardless of where it is performed, must clarify and enhance an understanding of 
course goals and objectives. 
Required community service is a learn!ng activity, which is an integral part 
of mastering course concepts. The clearer the connection drawn between the 
community services and course content the stronger the commitment of the 
students. Academic service learning consists of curricular activities. Community 
service consists of co-curricular activities. Community service involves 
volunteerism, special recognition, required service by a dub, and required service as 
a condition for graduation. 
Academic Service Learning vs. Professional Development 
The National and Community Service Act of 1990 declares that service 
learning must meet a real community or school need, be integrated into the 
student's academic program and provide time for structured renection. Sometimes 
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needs to be outlined and understood by participating members of the servic:e 
learning project. Proressional development does provide a service and tbe students 
do learn, so bow does it differ? Stacey, Langer, and Rice (1997) esplain tbat tbey 
dilTer in wbo determines the need. In academic service learning, tbe community 
agency in conjunction witb tbe faculty member identifies the netel, while in 
professionaJ development, the faculty member identifies tbe need. 
Secondly, Stacey, Langer, and Rice (1997) iUustrate that tbey differ in regard 
to wbo benefits from the community service activity. When students perform 
community service (volunteerism), the recipients oftbe service are the primary 
beneficiaries. When students perform proressionaJ development, it is the students 
who are tbe primary beneficiaries. However, wben students perform academic 
service learning, both the students and recipients benefit and both their needs are 
met. 
Critical Elements of Academic Service Learning 
The critical elements of academic service learning consist of a meaningful 
service to tbe community; a clearly conceptualized connection between coune 
objectives and service activities; and structured opportunities for students to 
synthesize and derive new meaning from their esperiences as they relate tbose 
esperiences to coune goals and objectives (Stacey, Langer, and Rice. 1997). 
Meaningful service to the community means that the services provided must meet a 
need identified by the community agency, not the instructor or students. The 
instructor does not teU the community agency what problems need to be solved or 
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what work needs to be done; instead the instructor listens to tbe issues identified by 
tbe community agency. 
Connectine Course Objectives and Service Activities 
A dear connection between course objectives and service activities means 
tbat the services provided must enhance course content. Stacey, Langer, and Rice 
(1997) believe tbat students sbould not be asked to provide community service 
without a clear connection to coune content. Without tbe connection to course 
content, students would be performing volunteerism, Dot academic service learning. 
Students Synthesize E.lp,riences 
Structured opportunities ror students to synthesize and derive new meaning 
rrom tbeir e.lperiences as tbey relate those e.lperiences to course objectives means 
the students are engaged in structured syntbesis. The students relate tbeir 
community service e.lperience to course content. In tbe synthesis process, tbe 
students should be able to articulate bow the service performed, clarified, 
reinforced, or iUustrated coune concepts. 
In regards to Kolb's (1984) operientialleaming theory, academic service 
learning provides a concrete elperience tbat, paired witb critical syntbesis of bow 
the service relates to key coune ideas, can stimulate conceptual grol\1b and learning 
in college students. Academic service learning is a way or learning tbrougb 
operience in wbicb students gain and apply academic skills by addressing 
community Deeds and social problems. Kolb (1984) provides a useful framework for 
integrating the e.lperience and synthesizing elements of academic service learning in 
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the "Experiential Learning Model", whi~h is given (or the reader in Appendix G as 
Table 1. 
Tnditional VI. Community Service Leaminc 
Academic servi~e learning provides students with an experien~e difTerent (rom 
tbat of a tnditional learning environment. Boward (1993) identifies and 
distinguishes these difTerences by categorizing traditional and community service 
learning. Howard's ideas are given for the reader in Appendix G as Table 2. 
Benefits to the Community and the University 
The benefits to the community and the university cannot be underestimated. 
For years, communities have invited their local colleges to become more actively 
involved in tbe everyday activities o( tbe community. Academic service leaming 
automatically provides tbis link and commitment. Stacey, Langer and Rice (1997) 
list the benefits for the community agenq and university. Students contribute to 
community development and renewal. Recipients benefit from direct aid. Agencies 
receive an infusion ofcreativity and entbusiasm from college students. Students 
become more invested in tbe community and see tbe nnge and deptb of services 
performed. And finally, tbe community and university build links. 
Service Leaninc Procedural Steps 
First Step 
Evaluating Teachinc Style 
Arter tbe need and interest for a service learning experience have been 
determined. tbe next step is to adapt a coune to indude academic service learniog. 
Twelve steps for integrating academic service learning into a coUege coune will now 
be dis~ussed. The rust step entails evaluating teacbing style. 
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Tbe instructor bas less control of tbe material learned each day because 
students will bring experiences to sbare and to relate to course content. Students 
become a resource in the classroom and the instructor needs to recognize tbat fact 
and draw upon it. The instructor is no longer tbe sole expert wbo imparts 
knowledge but ratber a facilitator wbo draws information out from tbe students. 
Howard (1993) identified ten principles ofgood practice concerning 
academic service learning pedagogy. These principles can serve IS a wortbwbile 
checklist for an instructor wbo is considering implementing academic service 
learning in a course. Tbese principles are given in Appenda G as Table 3. 
Second Step 
Identify Course Goals and Objectives 
The second step identifies the course goals and objectn·es. The course goals 
are tbe knowledge and understanding provided to tbe students. The course 
objectives are tbe skiDs learned. And mentioned last is tbe development of student 
attitudes. 
Tbird Step 
Academic Service Learning Setting 
The tbird step is exploring academic service learning. There are at least tbree 
ways an academic service learning component might look in a coune; two methods 
require students to go to an agency, the other can be accompli.sb~ in tbe college 
setting. The on site, or at agency project, could be sbon-term and have weekly 
commitments. The in-dass, or college setting project, will be completed & presented 
to tbe agency. 
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Sbort-term Project 
During tbe sbort-term project, students go to tile agency one to tbree times 
and provide a sbort-term service. For example: cleaning up a river, assisting witb a 
building project, or facilitating a special weekend community project. Wbile these 
activities can be useful, tbeir sbort duration makes it bard for students to gain a 
sense oftbe community agency's purpose and tbe needs and resources of those 
served by tbe agency. 
Weekly Commitments 
Regarding weekJy commitments, students commit to visit the agency for two 
or three bours a week for a period of six or more weeks. Tbe extended time period 
and the multiple visits allow tbe students to bave a greater variety of experiences 
and to gain a deeper sense oftbe mission and clientele oftbe agency. 
Service Learning College Setting 
Not aU service must be provided on-site. Students may perfono service for an 
agency as a course project by designing brochures and newsletters, conducting 
surveys, analyzing data, preparing reports, interviewing participants, preparing 
data-bases, or auditing/evaluating linaneial records. The agency contad person 
usually comes to the class, explains the needs, provides the data or materials, 
consults witb groups as tbey perform the tasks, and tben attends the final class 
session where the projects and results are presented. 
Oraanaing the Service Learning Project 
Regarding how an academic service learning project can be conducted, tile 
experience. Could the students teach what they ban learned to others? Could the 
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results of your students' etTorts be a contribution to someone? Could the classroom 
instruction be used to address a real concern? Could the skills learned be used to 
belp people in another setting? 
Fourth Step 
Form Communi*! A,eney Relationship 
Stacey, Langer, and Rice (1997) describe the fourth step as forming a 
relationship with a community agency. The most important decision tbat impacts 
the success of an academic service learning experience is the selection or the service 
learning partner(s). Whether the students will be going regularly to an agency or 
providing a product as part of their class work, the instructor will want to make 
sure there is a good fit between coune goals for student learning and the 
opportunities offered by the agency. Potential resources for contacts may include 
the univenity's or college's office of academic service learning, the local United 
Way, the yeUow pages, social service agencies, bospitals, schools, governmental 
agencies, nuning homes, group homes, child-care ccnten, neighborhood 
organizations, churcbes, police precincts, the local Chamber orCommerce, 
community councils, and univenity services. 
Items Discussed witb Community Alency ReDre5entarivS! 
Items to be discussed with the community agency representative upon initial 
contact, as described by Stacey, Langer, and Rice (1997), consist of uplaining the 
goals (or student learning, the agency's goals, resources and needs, and tbe type of 
service the students are to provide (on-site or product/short-term or long-term 
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will be provided, the academic calendar (holidays, breaks, and vacations), the 
student availability and compatibility with the agency's houn, and the capabilities 
and limitations of the students. Furthermore, discussions will be held on bow the 
students' orientation will be conducted, how supervision will be handled, issues of 
liability, desired outcomes, roles and expectations, how problems will be handled, 
and how contact back and fortb wiD be made. 
Agency Claims Resources and Needs 
It is also vital tbat tbe agency representative dearly articulate their resources 
and needs. Stacey, Langer and Rice (1997) uplain tbat agency resources might 
include: types ofvolunteer services, orientation and training program~ supervision, 
opportunities to reflect on services, co-teaching, and provision of teachable 
moments. Agency needs might include, but are not limited to the tasks to be 
performed, scheduling issues, and people power. 
Criteria for Choosing an Academic Service Leaming Site 
Littlefield (1995) proposed the following criteria, adapted from Augsburg 
College, for choosing an academic service learning site. The site must be doing work 
tbat is connected to the coune in ways that will be obvious to students. Whenever 
possible, students sbould bave direct contact with client populations or constituency 
groups with wbich the organization regularly interacts. The work students do 
should have some clear connection to tbe main purposes of the organization. Wbile 
some of the work may be generally clerical in nature, it should not be consistently 
repetitious or boring for long periods. 
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Funhermore. tbe site supen-isor should be present when students are tbere, 
to directly oversee tbeir work. The site supen-isor and professor sbould do advanced 
planning so students bave assigned activities tbroughout their time at tbe site. The 
site supervisor sbould be willing to assist with the orientation and training activities. 
And, the site should be accessible to aU students. 
Two other options consist of aDowing students to find their own community 
agency, perbaps one dose to his or ber home. Also, the university's Office of 
Academic Sen-ice Learning could make tbe link witb an agency, assign students to 
the agency, and do tbe orientation. 
Fifth Step 
Revising Course Requirements 
The fiftb step is revising course requirements. Questions and concerns Wllicb 
need to be addressed consist or will tbe academic sen-ice learning component be 
required or optional? How many bours of academic service learning will be 
required? To answer this question, unless tbe coune bas been described as 
requiring a certain number of bours in a community agency, it is wise to keep tbe 
time requirement fairly close to wbat migbt be normally required for a coune 
project or assignment (twelve to twenty houn). A common format is for students to 
perform services for one to two boun per week for ten to twelve weeks. This is just 
an example and the actual time commitment may vary rrom project to project. 
Furtbermore, wben determining the required time commitment, it is useful to keep 
in mind tbe agency's needs and the student population. 
Anotber question is bow will tbe connection be made between the service 
activity and the course content covered in class? Wben an academic sen-ice-learning 
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component is integrated into a course, tbere must be a commitment to allocate class 
time to discuss wbat students are seeing, feeling, and thinking about that experience 
- in sbort, to syntbesize tbeir experience. How will tbe academic service learning 
component be evaluated? A general rule is not to evaluate tbe academic service­
learning experience itself, but to evaluate what learning students take away from the 
esperience. Tbe instructor could construct an assignment that allows tile student to 
demonstrate wbat was learned from tbe bours spenl doing service work. This 
assignment could include written or oral analyses of how tbe course conc~pts relate 
to tbe esperiences gained working for the agency. 
Student attendance and journals could aCCOUll1 for live percent of t.be coune 
grade; tbe final project could account for fifteen percent of the grade. The grading 
criteria for tbe final project could include tbe estent to wbich students use tbe 
theory and practical ideas from tbe course to explain their es.perience in academic 
service learning. 
Because of the new addendum of a service learning component, changes will 
bave to occur witbin tbe course assignments and syllabus. Wbat deletions or 
adjustments wiD have to be made in tbe course? How will tbe coune syllabus be 
adapted? Suggestions for adaptations to tbe course syUabus are oudined in 
Appendil: G, Table 4. 
SiJ.tb Step 
Planning Service Learning Logistics 
Step sil: is planning logistics. Issues sueb as transportation, scbeduling, 
monitoriag student time aDd work, liability issues, and making a dear link to tbe 
academic course aU need to be addressed. Students sbould arrange for their own 
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transportation. The students wiD need to coordinate their scbedules with the needs 
of tbe agency, and the agency needs to know wben to expect students for belp. 
Service Learning Management 
A time record form is a useful tool for documenting student boun and 
should be signed by tbe site supervisor at the end of each visit. Wben addressing tbe 
liability issues, tbe instructor needs to act in a preventative manner and take time to 
clarify rules and expectations so students are prepared for any "foreseuble" 
danger. The instructor needs to be aware of possible risks, and plan for them. Also, 
tbe instructor needs to make sure tbere is a clear relationsbip between tbe academic 
service learning experience and tbe coune goals and objectives. 
Seventb SteD 
Designing Meaningful Collaborative Service Activities 
The seventh step is designing meaningful collaborative service activities. 
Elements to make academic service learning work include three criteria. Fint, have 
a meaningful collaboratively designed service. Second, bave an adequate orientation 
and training. And third, have a structured student renection. 
Checklist 
A cbecklist for a meaningful collaboratively designed service would consist of 
asking if the academic service-learning experiences are designed around genuine 
community needs. Is the service work engaging, chaUenging, related to key coune 
goals, and meaningful to the students? Are the agency site supervison and 
professon significantly involved in defining and designing the academic service­
iearning experience? Are tOe ageDCY site 5upen-dun kiiuwlcdgC,iible uf .iiid 
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committed to the course goals and willing to work in a partnership to achieve them? 
And, do the agency site supenison work effectively with tbe students (willing to 
assist, train, and supenise students)! 
Eilbtb Step 
Stlldent Orientation and Tnininl 
Step eight is conducting student orientation and training. Adequate 
orientation and training implies tbat staff and students sbould be sufficiently 
prepared ror tbe tasks tbey will perform. Topics covered in an orientation session 
should incorporate the history, mission, structure, and location ortbe semce sites. 
the background and description or tbe individuals to be sened, and tbe social, 
political, and economic issues related to the senice site setting. 
In addition, responsibilities such as task assignments, expectations, and role 
definitions should be discussed. De protOCOl/professionalism aspects of policies, 
procedures, dress, mannen, and punctuality will need to be covered. Furthermore, 
dient courtesy regarding tbe bebavior and attitudes toward recipients of 5enice, 
problem-solving around difficult situations tbat may arise, and record keeping, 
supenision, and accountability sbould be discussed. Tbe AJpena Volunteer Center 
(1990) addressed tbe issue ofa student's rigbts in Table 5 and a student's 
responsibilities in Table 6. Tbese tables are given ror tbe reader in AppendiJ: G. 
Nintb SteD 
Student's Critical Syntbesis 
Tbe ninth step engages students in critical syntbesis. Cairn" Kielsmeier 
(1991) explain sevenI ideas for promoting students' critical synthesis or their 
experiences. Tbey are categorized as class activities or as graded coune 
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assignments, recognizing tbat one may not be totaDy separate from the other. The 
class activities would include student journals, small-group sharing, large-group 
sbaring, group problem-solving, individual conference wlteacber, and sbaring of 
projects. The graded assignments would consist of a paper, a classroom 
presentation, a case studylbistory/etbnograpby, a multimedia presentation, a 
presentation to a policy-making body, andlor products created for an agency 
(survey study, training manual, data base, brochure). 
Tips for leading classroom discussions are comprised oC asking open-ended 
questions ratber than "yes/no" or Cactual questions. "Priming tbe pump" before 
selecting students to respond. Higber-tevel and open-ended questions require a 
significant amount of time for students to prepare an answer. Avoiding judging tbe 
content of student remarks. SkiUful discussion leaden avoid giving evaluative 
feedback on the students' ideas, as tbis puts students in the mode of trying to please 
tbe teacber, ratber tban tbinking for tbemselves. And, not always calling OD tbe 
same people to participate. 
As for student journals, students sbould write tbeir journals as soon as 
possible after tbeir academic service learning experiences. This assures tbat tbeir 
memories and perceptions are fresb and bave tbe most detail. Moreover, tbe 
purpose of their journal writing sbould be clearly defined. Students should follow a 
specific format tbat is explained and modeled in dass. 
Some key questions tbat migbt guide journal writing are wbat am I seeing? 
How am I reacting to this! Wbat experiences or beliefs bave I bad tbat prompt me 
"0 -ponu' t·u":........W. '"'1... _.1__ :.:1 ___ :- .&.- ----- -- ..I "ft........ . a... .............:............-.. __
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I consider wbat I am seeing and experiencing! HI am practidng a skill or strategy, 
bow did it go! Wbat worked and wby! What did not work and wby? What do I 
need to work on? What reactions, problems, or questions do I need to let my 
professor know about! 
The product for on*site academic service.leaming projects may be a report~ a 
case study (etbnography), a demonstration, a play, a video or multimedia 
presentation, or a panel discussion. For iD*Class academic service.leaming projects, 
the products designed ror the agency may be the culminating project (survey, survey 
results, brocbures, newslener, database). 
[deas for Promotinl Critical Synthesis 
Cairn (1993) describes the foUowing ideas ror promoting critical syntbesis, 
whicb are from tbe National Youth Leadersbip Council. Scbedule regular time 
periods for discussion and other reflection activities. Integrate times for reflective 
techniques tbrougbout tbe e~perience. AJlow for spontaneous reOection at the time 
tbat issues arise. These "teachable moments" orten create tbe most profound 
learning. Offer students options ror responding. Link reOection ~itb other reading, 
writing, discussion, and assignments so students can relate service operience to 
academic skills. And wben students go on-site to provide services to agencies, it is 
important that tbe site supervisor be available to assist witb student questions, 
orientation, and supervision. 
Tenth Step 
As5essinl Student Learning 
Step ten is assessing student leanaiDg. Wben gradiag student projects (onl 
and wrinen), tbe important question becomes bow does tbe instructor communicate 
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the criteria to the students! Explaining the grading criteria before the project 
begins and revisiting it before tbe project is completed will be beneficial Ask 
students to brainstorm what an "A" project would look like and to work as a group 
to narrow down tbose cbaracteristics into a rubric for grading. 
Criteria might consist ofaddressing all the required questions. Using theories 
and practical ideas from the course and textbook to give meaning to the experience 
students had while engaged in academic service learning could prove to be 
beneficial. Demonstrating a sensitivity and willingness to comlUunicate with those 
less fortunate or din-erent from one's self would be educational. And using correct 
spelling, organization, and grammar skiDs would be necessary. 
Journals are usually very personal and should represent honest impressions 
and feelings about tbe student's academic servic~learning experience. Therefore, 
most professors do not gnde tbem or iftbey are graded do not gnde on spelling or 
grammar. If they are gnded, one might look for tbe student's attempt to link key 
course concepts with their experience as they complete tbeir academic service 
learning activities. As always, students sbould be given a dear format and an 
explanation of how credit wiD be awarded for the journals. It is an excellent idea to 
give students a written euJDple of a good journal entry and point out to students 
wbat makes it a good entry. 
Krupar (1994) also proposes how to assess student learning by conducting an 
evaluation or student performance which f()(UHS on tile individual goals set by each 
student at the outset of the course.. nese individual goals are shared and discussed 
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demonstrating attainment of those goals. Suggested evidence ofsuch may range 
from diaries, portfolios, dossien of experiences, notebooks, video programs, etc. 
The criterion for the evaluation is based on the degree to which the goals of 
the student were achieved/demonstrated in the chosen project and the medium by 
which it was displayed. In addition, students' participation in the growth of the class 
(i. e. quality of activity in discussion, such as raising/answering of questions, the 
searching for explanations, or the chaUenging of existing theory) will also be graded. 
Four individuals could evaluate the learning experience and the student's 
performance accountability. An assessment could come from the student's 
evaluation of hislher learning perfonnance; the instnctor's evaluation of the 
student's learning performance; an evaluation from the field supervisor of 
cooperative service and the dass's assessment of the student's efforts to build 
community and share expertise with that community. Requiring students to invest 
in the responsibility of evaluating their individual and group learning performance 
increases the students' commitment to the program and insures responsible 
participation and accountability. 
Eleventh Step 
Celebratinl Accomplishments 
The eleventh step is celebrating accomplishments. Gifts, certificates, parties, 
ceremonies, and other acts of care, appreciation, and recognition are an important 
part of any successful academic service learning experience. Some type of 
celebration or closure event with the students and the recipients should be held. 
Celebrate the students' accomplishments with certificates, buttons, a party) press 
release, photo sessions, or a letter from the agency. Send a thank-you letter and 
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certificate of recognition to the site supervisor and/or agency representative. Have a 
formal presentation of project(s) to agency representative(s). Meet witb the site 
supervisor and/or community representative to celebrate, sbare evaluation results, 
and plan needed revisions. 
It is beneficial to build an ongoing relationship witb tbe agency. The site 
supervisor or community representative is aD excellent source of information about 
how to improve the academic service-learning experience for tbe participants in the 
future. And lastly, bave the learning experieDces and studeDt responses publisbed if 
possible. 
Twelfth Step 
Evaluating Program Success 
Step twelve is evaluating program success. An assessment of tbe service 
learning esperience is required to enable more effective and constructive projects to 
occur in tbe future for all involved parties. Once again, tbe end result should be an 
established mutually beneficial relationship and experience. 
To accomplish tbis assessment, a study should be conducted tbat will answer 
tbe proposed questions tbe researcber is asking. Either a quantitative or qualitative 
methodology will be cbosen to effectively answer tbe anticipated questions- Nest, 
implementation of the study will occur tbrougb the allotted stages of designing tbe 
data collection instrumeDts, deciding if tbe data will be collected from all 
participants or just'a representative sample, designing the coDec:tion procedures, 
and then analyzing and reporting tbe findiogs. 
Dewees and McGill (1998) state, "An institutional self-assessment inventory 
can be a useful tool to examine tbe climate for service-learning, identify gaps in 
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services, and determine tbe ruture goals and directions or service-learning at that 
institution" (p. 23). Specifically, Dewees and McGiU (1998) add tbat an inventory 
can reveal many aspects of an institution's commitment to service learning 
including the community partnership development. Furthenoore, employing an 
institutional assessment inventory for service learning establishes a baseline 
measure as a yardstick ror tbe progress and future orservice learning pedagogy. 
Summarizing an Academic Service Learning Coune 
To conclude and summarize tbe academic service learning coune, during the 
first weeks of class, academic service learning needs to be discussed wben 
introducing tbe course syllabus. A pre-experience survey needs to be administered. 
This will give an instructor a baseline of the students' attitudes toward academic 
service learning. Also, tbe students sbould sign a contract representing tbe 
commitment bestowed upon the students, agency representative, and faculty 
member. The contract should dearly articulate tbe tasks, espectations and 
professional demeanor anticipated from everyone. Students sbould document their 
time at the community site by turning in a time record form. Orientation should be 
conducted that explains wbat tbe students wiD be doing and wben. Issues of 
confidentiality and professional ethics sbould also be discussed. Lastly, a deadline 
sbould be set for tbe service activity to begin. 
During tbe quarter or semester, renection activities should be conducted and 
feedback sbould be given on journals and other assignments. A mid­
quarter/semester coune evaluation should be given to obtain infonoatioD about any 
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learning experience. Clarification and clear guidelines should be made for the 
grading criteria and before the final projects are due. A post-experience sun-ey 
should be administered. Tbe time record forms should be collected. And a 
celebration should take place tbat recognizes tbe students' accompli!bments with 
certificates. buttons, a party. press releas~ photo session, or a letter from tbe 
agenty. 
After the coune, a thank-you letter and certificate of recognition sbould be 
sent to tbe site supen-isor. A meeting sbould be conducted witb tbe site sopen-oor to 
sbare evaluation results and to plan needed revisions. This sbould establish and 
build an ongoing relationship witb the agency. Lastly, tbe instructor sbould assess 
and tben write about tbeir learning and the students' responses to tbe academic 
sen-ice leaming experience. 
Sen-ice Learning ODnortonities in Soutb~stem Ohio 
The Center for Community Service at Obio Univenity, in conjunction with 
Rural Action, bas oudined opportunities to establisb several sen-ice leaming 
programs in the surrounding community. For examp~ tbe Tobacco Cessation 
Program tbrougb tbe Athens City-County Healtb Department needed to sun-ey and 
assess tbe use of tobacco products in Athens County and tben develop a marketing 
plan for tobacco cessation programs in the county. Also, tbe Raccoon Creek 
Improvement Committee (Roq through tbe Vinton County Soil and Water 
Consen'ation Oftice has worked to iJDprove tbe bealtb of RaCCOOD Creek and its 
watenbed since the late 1980's. RCIC memben focus on developing strong 
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businesses, and government agencies involved with the day to day management of 
our natural resources. 
Other e.umples consist of Rural Action's Safe Pest Control Program and Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of Athens County. De Safe Pest Control Program provides 
education and guidance for up to twelve southeastern Ohio school districts to adopt 
safer pest control methods, or integrated pest management (lPM). Big Brothers Big 
Sisters ofAthens County organize, under professional direction, mature and 
responsible adult volunteers who will provide a wholesome one-to-one relationship 
with a sis to sixteen year old child from Athens County. Most children come from 
single-parent families and would benefit from additional adult companionship, 
guidance and understanding. 
Another possible sen-ice learning opponunity indudes Rural Action's Arts 
& Heritage Project. De Arts & Heritage Project coordinates the arts corridor 
project, which is establishing murals in a corridor in Appalachian Ohio that linu 
isolated former mining towns together. Linked to the mural corridor are several 
projects related to heritage of the alU by documenting public art, underground 
railroad sites, and archeologicaJ sites that include long lost communities and grave 
sites. 
The Community Indusion Project through the Arts worked with Ohio 
University's School of Music to share sonp and music with ATCO (a sheltered 
woruhop in Athens) participants that ended with a performance ev~nt at the end of 
the quarter. Their vision was to develop a quarter-long uperience for ATCO 
panicipanlS that wouid bring in Scbooi oi~iusic sluuaU..; oue qiiincr, Sihoo; uf Art 
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(Art Education) students another quarter, and School of Dance students a third 
quarter every year. The end of quarter events would be open to the public and take 
place at the Kennedy Museum, a performance space in the School ofMusic, or in 
the School of Dance. 
The Small Business Development Center (SBDq and the Women's Business 
Resource Program (WBRP) of Southeastern Ohio provide support to new and 
existing husiness owners in Athens, Hocking, Meigs and Perry Counties. These 
organizations provide free individual consulting on various business topics, low cost 
seminars and workshops, a reference library and resource referral services. In 
addition, the Women's Business Resource Program focuses on providing 
networking opportunities for women business owners through monthly business 
luncheons and an annual trade fair. WBRP is also providing outreach to low income 
women in rural communities by organizing groups of women business owners and 
designing programs which are specific to their needs. Service learning opportunities 
consist of conducting social research studies, marketing studies and the 
implementation of management information systems. 
Community Food Initiatives is a membership based non-profit dedicated to 
iocreasing personal and community self-reliance through food production, 
preparation and preservation. Gardeniog Angels offer direct mentoring or tutoring 
for participants of the project, most of whom are low and faxed iDcome residents of 
Athens COUDty. Service leamiDg opportunities cORsist of,ideo aDd pbotograpby 
documentation, outreach support to increase a presence io the larger community, 
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The previously mentioned agencies in Southeastern Obio provide Ohio 
University witb opportunities to establisb sen-ice learning partnersbips and 
programs in tbe immediately surrounding area of tbe educational institution. Tbe 
community seems to care for its members and bas always maintained a relationsbip 
witb tbe local university. Community agencies have opened tbeir doors to the 
university students not only to profit from tbeir palronization; but. also to promote 
the element of goodwill tbroughout tbe surrounding community. 
Summary 
Tbe reader has been given an outline oftbe history, development, and 
dimensions of sen-ice learning. Several examples of prominent service learning 
organizations around tbe country were given tbat described their purpOStS and 
functions. Additionally, benefits bestowed upon students involved in sen-ice learning 
projects were iUustrated. 
The communication aped of sen-ice learning was highligbted by explaining 
already conducted research and by also emphasizing the theories being addressed in 
tbis study. Additionally, because of tbe importance in understanding tbe ped:sgogy 
of sen-ice learning, an example of a sen-ice learning project was given. 
Overall, sbortcomings in sen-ice learning partnerships were listed, along 
witb bow to achieve quality in overcoming tbese issues or problems. Lastly, sen-ice 
learning opportunities in tbe surrounding area of Soutbeastern Obio were discussed 
to give tbe reader an idea of tbe breadth of sen-ice learning occurrences in wbich 
the researcber bad access.. 
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CHAPTER THREE - ~1ETBOD 
Introduction 
In this chapter, I outline my researcb goals and, once again, state the 
research questions tbat were the underlying guidelines for tbis investigation. Next, ( 
discuss in detail the qualitative methods I cbose (interviews, questionnaires, 
documentation analysis, case studies and thematic analysis). A rationale is tben 
given to support wby this particular metbodology was useful for this study. A 
description of the location of the partner institution and tbe research study's 
population is then outlined. 
Research Goals 
Tbe primary research goal was to assess the service learning experience to 
determine ifthe program was beneficial to the service recipients. More specifically, 
the assessment will firmly establisb if programs meet the needs and expectations of 
service recipients. Secondly, the research pursued the communication stntegies 
used by the participants during the project; especially because communication is 
central to instructional environments, sucb as a service learning project. Tbese 
strategies might include any written communication, verbal communication, or 
nonverbal communication that assisted in tbe planning and management of the 
service learning project. 
A third researcb goal of this study was to identify agency recipients' 
perceptions of the shortcomings ofsenite learning. Identifiation or perceived 
shortcomings will enable future service learning experiences to overcome these 
factors to enhance the overaii iearniug Ci.ptritiiii.. TIiiuiigbuiit thi: ii:i"Yict ka~i..,g 
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experience~ shortcomings can and wiD occur tbat take away from the project's 
beneficial elements. Examples of potential variables may include a lack of concern 
(or the community and a lack of intellectual stimulation (or the students. Realizing 
these shortcomings before entering into a service learning project may eliminate, to 
some extent, tbe probability of occurrence. Furtbermore, establisbing a fourth 
research goal to identify agency recipients' perceptions of tbe effective managerial 
aspects involved and conducted in service learning sbould belp to convey any 
already existing productive strategies. 
To summarize tbe researcb goals~ tbe research conducted in tbis study wiD 
evaluate if the service responds to an actual community need tbat was recognized by 
tbe community. The service sbould be designed to achieve signifir.ant benefits for the 
community. Moreover, aJl partners sbould benefit from tbe project and contribute 
to its planning, not just the institution and students. In otber words~ tbe 
community's voice needs to be beard. In meeting tbe researcb goals, I bave 
identified four specific researcb questions, eacb of whicb I already mentioned at tbe 
end of Cbapter One. However, I will brieRy summarize each of the research 
questions bere: 
ROt: How did the services provided by the students and educational 
institutions benefit tbe service recipients? 
R02: How did the services provided by the students and educational 
institutions meet tbe needs and expectations of the service recipients? 
R03: How were tbe service recipient'S needs and expectations communicated 
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R04: What communication strategies were used in providing tbe needed 
service? 
Rationale for Qualitative Data Collettion Methods 
Wbitham (1983) reported tbat the Center for Lifelong Education at Ban 
State University relied uc:lusively on open-ended interviews to assess the impact of 
student volunteers on community agencies. The Joint Educational Project at tbe 
University of Southern California was concerned witb participants' perceptions of 
their service-learning elperiences and tberefore, relied almost exclusively on face­
to-face data conettion metbods. 
The aforementioned e18mples ofdata collection indicate bow tbe use of 
qualitative research methods was effective for compiling service learning 
information. Therefore, tbe previously mentioned studies reported by Wbitbam 
(1983) supports the use ofinterviews and questionnaires in tbis service learning 
study. Furtbermore, by asking tbe service recipients to renect upon tbe service 
providers actions and bebaviors, as well as tbeir communication messages, the type 
of relationsbip or partnership that was establisbed would become prevalent. The 
type of relationship formulated impacts the outcome of tbe service learning project. 
Many nonverbal gestures and verbal messages provided by tbe service recipient 
while explaining their service learning uperience will belp tbe researcber to 
determine if tbe service recipient's elpectations and needs were met. 
In the current study, the researcher collected data by conducting interviews 
with six service recipients that bad at least two or more service learning experiences • 
• I" - - .-....:____ ! _____;1............:...... ....... "I/O •• t h dOd t b
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mucb e:s:perien(e in tbe service learning realm. After collecting the data. a thematic 
analysis was made of the retrieved information tbat unveUed the effective 
communication stntegies. 
Data CoUection 
A qualitative approacb bas been selected, which was prompted by tbe 
researcb questions to be asked wbiJe conducting the study. Wben designing the 
researcb instruments, a combination of penonal structured interviews, 
questionnaires, observations, and documentation were cbosen. The researcb goal 
wu to complete a case study eJ.ploring the results of service learning projects for 
fIVe or sis service learning recipients in tbe surrounding Atbens community who 
participated in projects conducted by Obio Univenity students. 
A case study approacb was cbosen to obtain a ricb database of the service 
recipient's uperience tbrougbout a service learning project. A ricb database is ODe 
that provides in deptb or detaiJed information from tbe service recipients and tbeir 
various and divenified eJ.perieaces. The sample and participants chosen exemplified 
tbese aspects for tbe study. The Director ofCommunity Service provided tbe 
compUed information tbat dictated whicb service recipients in the surrounding area 
bad this kind of involvement with service learning. Eight agencies were identified 
for tbe researcber ATCO, AtheDs Parks aDd RecreatioD, Federal Hocking Middle 
Scbool, Good Works, Integrated Acres, H.GARD, Rrd Cross, aDd Rural Action. 
Moreover, the database will assist in the constructioD ofeffective managemeDt 
strategies for service learning, especially communicatioD strategies. 
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The rationale for seluting case studies has previously been mentioned and 
concentrates on the attainment of a rich database rrom tbe service recipient's 
perspective. Case studies will rocus on si:l service recipients who have been 
identified by M. Graybill (personal communication, February 23, 2001), Director of 
Obio University's Center for Community Service. Ms. Graybill identified active and 
involved service learning recipients by eitber tbeir involvement in at least two or 
more service projects for extended periods of time, with tbe extended periods of 
time ranging from two or tbree yean because of tbe acceptance of gnnt funding, or 
by tbeir evolving door of participating service learning students from quarter to 
quarter and year to year. Thus, community partners wb~ bave bad the most at 
stake were cbosen because tbey bad committed themselves to tbe service learning 
experience. Because of their multiple service learning experiences, these recipients 
bad a background tbat enabled them to provide a buis or comparison for effective 
and inetTective communication strategies usociated witb successful service learning 
experiences. 
The data coUection procedures consisted of conducting penonal structured 
interviews containing open-ended questions. The structured questions uked during 
tbe interviews are given in Appendis: A. While directing tbe interviews; observations 
taken during tbe on-site visit were also recorded tbrougb field notes. Furtbermore, 
tbe coUection of documentation at the service learning site wu completed to provide 
support for the interviews and observations. Esamples of this documentation might 
be student projects or presentations conducted at the site or student time record 
forms. in addition, me service rttipicui5 may kRP m::Grdi G. jGiiiUal; that t:Gilh:l 
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bave been coUetted and reviewed. These types of documentation may empbasize tbe 
reasons wby or wby not the senice recipients bad an advaDtageous experiente tbat 
met their needs and fulfilled tbeir expectations. The compilation of the previously 
stated data formed tbe six service recipient case studies. 
Tbe metbods of contacting my researcb participants consisted of an initial 
telephone call in wbicb I introduced myself and explained tbe reasons wby I ,,-as 
calling. Six participants agreed to an interview tbat would be at tbeir convenience 
and as early as possible and occurring at tbeir agency's site, if at all possible. Once 
arriving at tbe agency's site for the interview, I once again, introduced myself, 
explained tbe consent form, and asked tbem for their permission to audiotape our 
convenarion. and tben proceeded with the interview. It took approximately an bour 
to go tbrough tbe twenty questions and retrieve any documentation that was 
available. 
Abo, observations were made wbile on site, and neld notes were taken 09 any 
activity. Because the researcher went to tbe service recipient's pbysicallocadon for 
four out of the six interviews, observations were made concerning memben of tbe 
organization and the service providen and tbe interaction occurring between tbe 
two. Inteniews were conducted at only four of tbe six agency locations because two 
memben could not get access to the office because tbeir service learning projects 
bad occurred several quarten ago. The environment concerning tbe activity level, 
noise level, and organization level was also noted. In case any further 
correspondence was needed, I asked for the participants' e-mail addresses. The 
researcber will destroy tbe tapes at the conclusion oillie study. FuriocrwuR, at ,he 
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end or my research, I will provide the results of the study to the researcb 
participants. 
Wben considering tbe mailed out questionnaires, wbich is provided for the 
reader in Appendix B, included in tbe packet was an introductory letter witb my 
signature, tbe Institutional Review Board (IRB) consent form, the questionnaire, 
and a stamped/self-addressed envelope. I asked tbat the consent form and 
questionnaire be returned in a given time period. Once again, I reiterated tbat the 
results of tbe study would be provided to all of tbe researcb participants. 
Questionnaires were not mailed out to tbe service providers oftbe service 
learning projects because the researcber wanted to focus on tbe service recipient's 
position. The service recipient represents the community in tbe partnersbip. Tbe 
researcher wanted to uncover tbe voice of the service recipient to obtain tbe 
community's perspective orservice learning. 
The questionnaire was mailed to the remaining group ofactive service 
learning recipients wbo bad experienced diverse service learning projects. These 
recipients were asked to complete and return the questionnaire by mail. These 
recipients were less involved in service learning; witb possibly only one or two 
experiences to reflect upon that only lasted for a quarter each. Eigbt surveys were 
distributed to these recipients and only two were returned. The twenty-rIVe question 
survey consisted mostly ofopen-ended questions and is provided in Appendix B. 
The coUected data provided very little additional support for the interview data, 
only a few comments were used that could aid in modifying the service learning 
requirement to make it more Deneiiciai ior tbe community agelitiC:i aliid \6 iJsu 
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highlight the communication strategies utilized during the projects. The site 
supervisor and community agency were able to comment on how belpful tbe 
students were wbo provided services and bow to make the service learning prognm 
stronger. 
Furthermore, documenting community benefits needed to be established in 
order to determine the effects of tbe students' work on the agency. These benefits 
provided useful testimony to tbose wbo are new to service learning, and especially to 
tbose who might fund future efforts. The National Youth Leadenhip Council 
(1991) espresses various ideas for documenting tbe community outcomes whicb 
include recording total houn served, retording all services achieved, coOetting 
student products, and interviewing tbe cUenes of tbe agency to determine the value 
of service provided to them. 
Surveys 
Survey researcben seek to describe or to espbin people's current attitudes, 
opinions, thougbts, and perhaps, reports of bebavior surrounding an issue or event. 
As espJained by Fink and Koseeoff (1985), a survey is a method of coUeeting 
information from people about their ideas, feelings, plans, beliefs, and social, 
educational, and financial background. [t usuany takes the form of questionnaires 
and interviews. Surveys are most appropriate when information should come 
directly from people. Survey resean::ben try to obtain the needed attitudinal 
information systematically and efliciently. The two basic data coUeetion methods 





Intensive interviews are used as qualitative techniques (answering why and 
how come questions) by which information can be gathered for several research 
methods including case studies (Rubin, Rubin & Pide, 1996). Interviews allow for 
one-to-one contact between tbe researcher and the respondent for lODger periods of 
time. Structured interviews have a schedule of questions and the question order is 
prepared in advance. They do, bowever, allow ftuibility to rollow up and probe 
reasons for certain aUitudes and responses. Open-ended questions, though more 
time consuming to complete for the community agency supervisor, provide a more 
in-depth and complu understanding of the students' provided service. The 
structured personal interviews for this study should be conducted at the placement 
site of the service recipient, ir Ivailable. 
The Location: Service Learninl at Ohio University 
( chose to investigate tbe es:periences orservice recipients involved in projects 
with students from Ohio University. The service recipients conducted their work in 
Athens, Obio and surrounding communities. These service recipients could provide 
the researcher with a rich database and were part of a convenience sample. A rich 
database could be built on the information provided from these service recipients 
because or their diverse and numerous es:periences over several quarters or possibly 
even years orconducting service learning projects with Ohio University. Frey, 
Botan, Friedman & Kreps (1991) uplain that in a convenience sample or accidental 
sample, subjects are selected nonnndomly simply because they are available. 
Funhermore, Rubin, Rubin" r:.ac \l~6) dEitribe =~::prob:!::i!ity !!l!!!p!i!!g ~!" 
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nonrandom sampling as not permitting generalization, but it is valuable for 
studying particular groups of people. 
The Obio Univenity Center for Community Service (OUCCS) serves as a 
coordinating center to bring togetber interested service agencies and classes tbat can 
provide assistance. Appendix D includes tbe list of tbe various service recipients or 
agencies as provided to tbe researcber by OUCCS. Tbe classes tbat bave 
participated in service learning projects are given in Appendix C, wbicb is restricted 
to tbose classes tbat bave reported their service projects to tbe OUCCS. Described 
below are OUCCS's purpose, mission and bistory that were obtained tbrougb M. 
GraybiU (penonal communication, September 6, 1000). 
Obio Univenity bas already developed and implemented an aUiance witb tbe 
surrounding community establisbing a sen'ice learning partnenbip. The OUCCS 
works in association with the campus and community providing sen-ice 
opponunities tbat benefit the community, foster mutual learning and prepare 
students responsible for citizenship. In order to accomplisb this mission, tbe Center 
will encourage and support curricular, c&-curricular, and community initiatives, 
promote reOection and scbolanbip as means for acbieving growth and learning 
tbrougb sen-ice, and endeavor to meet community needs as identified by community 
memben. 
Througb five program areas, annual events, and publications, the Center 
serves as a connecting point for students, faculty, staff, community memben, and 
community-based organizations interested in volunteering and community service. 
The rIVe programs described aDa espiained by M. Grayuill (pcrsuiiil 
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communication~ September 6, 2000), Diref:tor of OUCCS, were volunteer 
mobilization, U-CAN, service learning, AmeriCorps, and community/summer 
service corps. The volunteer mobilization bas tbe Center refer students as 
volunteers for positions and projects tbat contribute to tbe weD being of the 
community and tbe sustainable development of the region. Over 120 community 
organizations offer opportunities for student involvement. 
Tbe University - Community Action Network (UCA1~ is an aUianee of 
service-focused student groups sucb as Habitat for Humanity, Circle K, Alpba Pbi 
Omega~ student professional organization~ and Obio University's fraternities and 
sororities. UCAN provides a forum for students and community organizations to 
sbare infonnation and develop service projects. Tbe Center for Community Service 
works witb faculty and community organizations to develop partnersbips tbat 
incorporate community service into cuniculum and agency work. Consultation is 
provided to individual faculty and community organizations to facilitate tbe Senice­
Learning Network and sbare resources including training, materials and 
information. Partnen in tbis effort are tbe Center for Teacbing ExceUence, and 
Rural Action Inc. 
The OUCCS provides leadersbip to Ohio AppalCORPS, an AmeriCorps 
national service program. Obio AppalCORPS is a coUaboration tbat works in 
Appalacbian Obio (Appal) and "Combines Our Resources to Promote Scbool 
Success" (CORPS). The program toUaborates with fifteen college and university 
campuses and over thirty-rave scbools. Thirty-six fuU time menton tutor elementary 
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go on to bigber education. Partnen in tbis endeavor are the Govemon Community 
Service Council and tbe Corpontion for National Service. 
The last prognm area bas tbe OUCCS working with tbe Office of Student 
Financial Aid to place interested Fedenl Work-Study students in appropriate ofT­
campus community service settings in whicb tbey provide meaningful support to tbe 
agencies' social mission. Approlimately one bundred students a year are placed in 
positions with forty community organizations. 
Riston of Service Learning at Ohio Univenitt 
A brief bistory of tbe service-learning at Ohio U nivenity, as elplaioed by M. 
GnybilJ (penona. communication, September 6, 2000), will be outlined to provide 
an undentanding or how individual faculty and departments have incorporated 
service-learning into counes, curricula and prognms. This bistol'Y also explains 
wby the researcber cbose Obio Univenity to conduct service learning researcb. A 
decade dedicated to educating stafT, faculty, and surrounding community memben 
on service learning represents the commitment tbis educational institution bas made 
to tbis pedagogy. 
10 tbe summer of 1992, a raculty/staff team attended tbe weeklong "Institute 
on Integnting Service with Academic Study" at Brown Univenity and tbe former 
Ohio Univenity Volunteer Center was redefined as the Center for Community 
Service. In 1993, a daylong symposium 00 "Integrating Service witb Academic 
Study" was bosted by Obio Univenity and attncted faculty from around Obio. Tbis 
was funded by a gnat from Obio Campus Compact and the Corpontioo for 
National Servife. 
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In 1994, external grants were obtained through the federal Service America 
program and the Corporation for National Service. AJso, site visits were conducted 
with more tban 50 agencies and organizations in the Atbens community for tbe 
purposes of assessing service needs, receptivity to service-learning placements, and 
suitability for service-learning placements. A partnenbip was establisbed witb 
Rural Action, Inc. and a weekJong seminar was beld with keynote speaker Dr. Ed 
Ziatkowski. 
Througbout 1995 and 1996, courses were evaluated and revised, tbe Faculty 
Advisory Board (FAB) was developed, and tbe Faculty Service-Learning Network 
(FSLN) was formed. In 1997, the Regional SEAMS Faculty Symposium was beld at 
Obio University and tbe Learn & Serve Obio University program proposal was 
funded by tbe Corporation for National Service, and a partnersbip was establisbed 
witb Hocking CoUege to pursue cooperative service--Ieaming activities between two 
and four year institutions. For example, the Monday Creek Project incorporated 
n.GARD, Obio Univenity and Hocking CoUege in a cooperative service-learning 
activity. A fuU-time program coordinator was bired in 1998 to carry out tbe 
activities of tbe Learn & Serve grant tbat enabled tbe next steps in development of 
service learning at Obio University. 
Description of tbe Population 
The specific service learning recipients in Atbens, Obio tbat were chosen for 
tbe penon .. structured interviews in this study included: 
• ATCO IDe. 
• Atbens Parks and Recreation 
• Federal Hodang Middle Scbooi 
• R.GARDlMonday Creek 
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• Integration Acres 
• Red Cross 
• Rural Action 
These seven agencies were selected from a list of fourteen agencies (given in 
ApflendiI D) that bave participated in service learning projects witb Obio 
University. Merle Graybill, director oftbe OUCCS, selected these agencies based on 
tbeir extensive experience witb service learning projects. Criteria for service 
recipient selection included: (1) The agency must bave had more tban two 
experiences with service learning projects with Ohio University students; aod (2) 
The service provided to tbe agencies was selected to represent diversity in terms of 
tbe variety or academic classes performing the service (i.e., education dasses, 
communication dasses, engineering classes). 
Seven ageocies were selected for initial contact in bopes of obtaining 
permission from a minimu m of rIVe agencies to explore. Tbe six agencies tbat 
participated io the actual study were A TCO Inc., Athens Parks and Recreation, 
aGARDI Monday Creek., Integration Acres, Red Cross, and Rural Action. Cue 
studies were developed Crom data coUeeted. Interviews were conducted that 
addressed tbe service learning projects. Any materials or documentation used for 
the student orientation and training into the community agency wu also collected. 
A description of eacb participant and tbe service learning projects in wbicb tbey 
were involved will now be given Cor the reader. 
ATCOIDc. 
ATCO Adult Services is a department of the Athens County Board of Mental 
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities. A TCO, Inc. is a non-prorlt corporation 
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that provides employment and training to eligible individuals with developmental 
disabilities. A TCO lac.'s mission statement is to ensure the availability of quality 
programs and services tbat support adults witb developmental disabilities 50 that 
they may achieve increased capabilities to live, work, and participate in community 
life. 
The students, or service providers. helped A TCO to broaden tbe services tbat 
are provided to tbe clientele. Students brought their espertise and entbusiasm (or 
different activities into ATCO. Some of these examples were student skil.ls involving 
healthcare, gardening, constructioD/mainteoance work, dance and art. 
Tbe service learning documentation available at A TCO consisted of A TCO 
sheets, agency contracts, and a project list for aD tbe students. Tbe director goes 
tbrougb the agency's orientation packet with small groups of Rudents as they are 
integrated into tbe organization. Also, as part of the orientation, each individual 
client, and bis or ber disability was explained to tbe students. Furthermore, tbe 
director actually completed student evaluation sbeets on tbe service learning 
projects for tbe professon. 
Also worth mentioning were the observations made during the researcber's 
guided tour. The A TCO agency is a bigbly active organization in wbicb the clientele 
are constantly busy witb projects. The organization was very orderly and every staff 
member or dient knew their place and purpose. A variety ofactivities were 
occurring which induded art projects, making pens, and recyding. 
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Athens Parks and Recreation 
The mission of the Athens Parks and Recreation Department is to improve 
tbe quality of life of all Atbens and surrounding residents tbrougb comprehensive 
programs, activities, and facilities tbat encourage bealth, fitness, cuitural, 
recreational, educational, and social opportunities in tbe community. The Albens 
Parks and Recreation Department constructed tbe Atbens Community Center, 
which is a new facility that will offer tbe residents of Athens and surrounding 
communities new activities and programs. These activities consist of, but are not 
e:s:ciusive to programs in fitness, youth sports. cbildcare, gardening, arts and craft~, 
music and dance, and martial arts. Currently, more than approximately thirty 
different groups or agencies benefit from this new building. 
The most recent service learning project for tbe Atbens Parks and 
Recreation director was a marketing surveyor plan for tbe newly (oostructed 
community center. However, in the past, aoother marketing survey wall bandied to 
obtain information 00 the entire city of Athens. In tbe current project, tbe staff bas 
actuaBy used some of tbe marketing plans that were presented by tbe service 
learning students. Moreover, tbe director was able to keep aliso of the marketing 
plans, wbicb served as tbe only available documentation. 
The researcher's guided tour of the Athens Community Center e:s:plained 
wby a student would want to market tbis new facility and everytbing tbat it bas to 
offer. A very bectic scbedule is kept Cor all the activity rooms, meeting rooms and 
basketbaU courts. The environment was bustling with activity. 
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n.GARDlMonday Creek 
The Institute for Local Government Administration and Rural Development 
(ll..GARD - Ohio Univenity), and Hocking College partnered in July 1997 with tbe 
primary goal of developing a service learning coUaborative between the two 
institutions to meet the foUowing objectives: (1) develop faculty througb service 
learning, (2) create common community service-learning projects, (3) assess student 
learning, faculty skills, institutional expectations, and community improvement, and 
(4) develop and disseminate resources tbat might bigblight the benefits or service­
learning for the institute and community. 
aGARD created opportunities in support of the restoration of the Monday 
Creek Watershed Project. Tbis project developed a pilot volunteer stream­
monitoring program to collect and identify benthic macro invertebrates from the 
streams of the Monday Creek Watenhed. The goal or the project was to involve 
students and local community volunteen in the collection and identification of 
macro invertebrates. 
The service learning projects focused upon environmental work on the 
watershed and a museum that celebrated the railroad history of the Monday Creek 
area. The students were taken on a tour of the watenhed and were told about tbe 
Monday Creek project. The acid mine drainage issue was explained, along with an 
tbe difl'erent problems witb tbe macro invertebrates. 
There was local and national publication of the projects. TIle increase in 
public relations also increased the fedenl and grant funding. The ILGARD stall' 
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was able to voice their opinion on the service provided by the students. They had the 
opportunity to evaluate the service learning projects. 
Integration Acres 
Community Food Initiatives (CFI) is a membership based, non-profit 
organization dedicated to increasing personal and community self-reliance through 
food production, preparation and preservation. CFI promotes food production as 
an option for creating self-reliance and potential income, especially for those who 
would otherwise not have such opportunities for employment, by olTering them 
opportunities to teach each other and build community. 
The Gardening Angels Project is an outreach program offered by CFl tbat 
provides hands-on education and direct mentoring or tutoring for participants to 
meet basic needs and develop skills for economic empowerment. The project 
organizes diverse groups of people to work together to establish gardens and 
provide assistance in workshops, roto-tilling, seed, and fruit trees to those in need. 
The service learning providers were some of those diverse groups of people that 
helped with CFI and the Gardening Angels Project. The researcher found that 
documentation was at a minimum with these projects. 
Red Cross 
American Red Cross is not a government agency, although it is cbartered by 
Congress to provide special services to members ufthe U. S. Armed Forces and to 
disaster victims. The American Red Cross collects siI million units of blood every 
year to save countless lives. They respond to disasters wherever they occur by 
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American Red Cross teacbes life saving skiDs. CPR. first aid. water safety, and 
bealtb courses tbat enable millions of people to prevent and bandle emergencies. 
Service learning projects over tbe years at Red Cross have been in tbe areas 
of public relations. journalism, communication, and health service administration. 
Tbe service learning students have provided omce coverage, an increase of public 
awareness through the media, and volunteers for fund raising projects. The studenlS 
had to complete a volunteer application and a code of conduct form that wel'e used 
for documentation for the service learning providers. The service learning students 
are truly relied upon because activity at the center is always very busy with the 
scheduling of programs and bandling of the emergencies. 
Rural Action 
Runl Action's Safe Pest Control Program provides education and guidance 
for up to twelve southeastern Ohio school districts to adopt safer pest control 
methods, or integrated pest management ([PM). IPM provides a safer, more 
etTective alternative to pesticide spraying.IPM denies pests access to food, shelter, 
and water. IPM uses maintenance, sanitation, baits, and traps ratber tban pesticide 
sprays. The IPM program is advocated to tbe scbool district tbrougb brocbures, 
flyers, presentations, and videos and these are the service learning projects in wbicb 
tbe students worked. 
Service Leaminc Ouestionnaire Participants 
Good Works Homeless Shelter 
Good Works, Inc. is • Cbristian, non-profit ministry providing shelter for 
tbe rurai bomeiess, (ransitionai nousing add cummunity da-d..pm:;;t projc::: to d:: 
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homeless and others struggling with poverty in rural Southeutern Ohio. The servitt 
learning projects provided stamng for the organization and software programs, 
board game design, construction of a picnic shelter, fund raising, training, recruiting 
and volunteerism. The most important service project, as esplained by the director, 
was having the students campaigning for tbe organization 50 the surrounding 
population could see the organization u educational and to belp the population deal 
with the clients in a loving and compassionate way. 
Ohio University Department ofSocial Medicine - Arthritis Program 
Tbe service learning project was to develop and administer an instrument to 
survey members of a coalition. Healthcare and marketing association students were 
contacted for the project. The director expressed her opinion that the faculty 
members needed to step forward and accept responsibilitia for and show interest in 
the service learning project in wbich they were involved. 
nata Analysis 
The following provides an overview of the methods used to provide answen 
to particular research questions proposed in this study. After tbe interviews "'-ere 
conducted, the audiotapes were analyzed through transcription. Recurring words, 
ideas, and themes presented tbemselves by writing out the con venations.. The 
observations made wbile on site provided an undentanding of the communicative 
environment at the agency. Analysis ofdata provided the recurring words, ideas 
and themes. Thus, the results from the interviews, questionnaires, observations and 
any relative documentation were used to esplore the particular research questions 
proposed in iBis study. 
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The- first research question inquired into the benefits of the services provided 
by students and institutions to service recipients. Analysis of tbe researcb question, 
"Bow did services provided by the students and educational institutions benefit tbe 
service recipients?" was conducted by eumining the responses in tbe interviews and 
questionnaires tbat clarified if tbe service learning project or final outcome was 
useful to tbe service recipient. More importantly, in at least two service learning 
instances of this study, being able to view tbe final project conveyed the results of 
the service learning experience. 8y viewing tbe tinal product, more could be learned 
about tbe actual service learning process. This was detailed for tbe researcber when 
a video, a final product, was watcbed with a service recipient and descriptions and 
esplanations were given. Othea' examples of final outcomes were marketing plans 
and art projects. Also, having the service recipient esplain the benefits from the 
experience proved to be valuable. 
The second research question inquired about tbe needs and expectations of 
tbe service recipients. To explore tbe researcb question, "Bow did tbe services 
provided by the students and educational institutions meet tbe needs and 
expectations of tbe service recipients?" an analysis was made by eumining 
responses to questions addressing tbe aforementioned issues and observing tbe final 
projects. Tbe third and fourth researcb questions inquired about communication 
strategies employed by service recipients. Several questions in the interviews and 
questionnaires such as, "What rorms of communication were proven to be effective 
while explaining your needs and expectations to the students?" referred to the use of 
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particular Corms of communication such as written tex4 verbal, nonverbal, 
meetings, pbone calls, and e-mail during tbe service learning experience. 
This qualitative study focused OIL describing tbe experiences of a small 
number of community representatives or service recipients. As the data was read, 
key tbemes were recognized mostly tbrougb repetition, wbich cbaracterized the 
service learning experiences. Tbe report summarizes tbe rindings and illustrates 
tbem with quotes and anecdotes from the data. Sis. cases tbat illustrate various 
aspects of or reactions to service learning were reported. For eumple, it was 
reported bow one service recipient benefited greatly from tbe experience and bow 
one gained very little. The value of a qualitative approacb is tbat tbe details of tbe 
service learning projects can be communicated to aU participants and modifications 
can be made to promote a more proritable project to future participants. 
Thematic Analysis 
Rubin, Rubin, & Piele (1996) describe qualitative researcb reports IS 
inductive and interpretive and typically contain verbal descriptions of rindings. 
Also, Lindlof (1995) suggests tbat if needed, a researcber " •••can forgo being tbere 
as a participant and instead compile evidence about different sites and time periods 
througb informant interviewing, document analysis, or otber means" (p. 87). 
Furtbermore. ethnograpbic interviews bave become a commonly used 
qualitative metbodology for collecting data (Aronson, 1994). Once tbe information is 
gatbered, re.searcben are faced with the decision on how to analyze the data. Tbere 
are many ways to analyze inrormants' talk about tbeir experiences (Mahrer, 1988; 
Spradley, i9i9; Tayior &.: Bu;uau. 1934), an": :fum:;ti: :=:,"y::~ ~ ODe !~cl! "'~y. 
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From tbe conversations tbat are encouraged for tbe sake of researching a 
process, in tbis case, tbe service recipient's service learning es.perience, ideas emerge 
tbat can be better understood under tbe control of a tbematic analysis. Thematic 
analysis focuses on identifiable tbemes and patterns of living and/or bebavior 
(Aronson, 1994). 
The fint step is to coOect data. Audiotapes sbould be coUeeted to study the 
talk of a session or of an ethnograpbic interview (Spradley, 1979). From the 
transcribed conversations, patterns of experiences can be listed. This can come from 
direct quotes or parapbrasing common ideas. 
The next step to a tbematic analysis is to identify all data that relate to tbe 
already classified patterns. To continue tbe above ellmple, tbe identified patterns 
are tben expounded upon. AU of tbe talk tbat fits under tbe specific pattern is 
identified and placed witb tbe corresponding pattern. 
Tbe nest step to a tbematic analysis is to combine and catalogue related 
patterns into sub-tbemes. Themes are identified as units derived from patterns sucb 
as "conversation topics, vocabulary, recurring activities, meanings, feelings or folk 
sayings and proverbs" (Taylor & Bogdan, 1989, p. 131). Themes are identified by 
"bringing togetber components or fragments of ideas or esperiences, wbicb often 
are meaningless wben viewed alone" (Leininger, 1985, p. (0). Themes that emerge 
from tbe informants' stories are pieced togetber to form a comprebensive picture of 
tbeir collective eIperience. The "coheren~e or ideas rests with tbe analyst who hu 
rigorously studied bow different ideas or components fit together in a meaninpul 
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point and states tbat the "interpretative approach should be considered as a distinct 
point oforigination" (p.258). 
Wben gatbering sub-themes to obtain a comprebensive view of tbe 
information, patterns emerge. Wben patterns emerge it is best to obtain feedback 
from tbe informants about tbem. This can be done as the interview is taking place or 
by asking tbe informants to give feedback from tbe transcribed conversations. In 
tbe former, tbe interviewer uses the informants' feedback to establish tbe Del.t 
questions in tbe interview. In tbe latter, tbe interviewer transcribes tbe interview; 
and asks the informants to provide feedback tbat is tben incorporated in tbe tbeme 
analysis. In tbe current study, the researcber tried to obtain feedback from tbe 
informants wbile tbe interview was taking place. 
The nelt step is to build a valid argument for cboosing tbe themes. This is 
done by reading the related literature. By referring back to the literature, tbe 
interviewer gains information tbat allows bim or ber to make inferences from tbe 
interview. Once tbe tbemes bave been collected and the literature bas been studied, 
tbe researcber is ready to formulate theme statements to develop a story line. When 
tbe literature is interwoven witb the findings, tbe story tbat tbe interviewer 
constructs is one that stands with merit. A developed story line belps tbe reader to 
com prebend the process, undentanding, and motivation of the interviewer. 
Tbis study wiD searcb for and analyze tbe recurring tbemes tbroughout tbe 
collected data. Ourly, I bad a cbaUenge to interpret the transcribed interviews and 
find the tbemes. How wu I to determine wbat was important enougb to discuss and 
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wbat was not? I needed signs, indications, manifestations, or symbols that I could 
eventuaUy call "features of significance"(Love, 1994). 
As I received the band-written transcripts from tbe interviews, I read each 
one carefully and proceeded to key in the data. Where [ noticed items of interest, [ 
placed tbemal notes in tbe margin and started to make lists. These margin notes and 
lists served as building blocks for perceived tbemes. Tbe researcher's ideas, 
buncbes, and interpretations were kept in a journal. 
[ cbose several ways to voice tbe themes [ beard in tbe interviews and read in 
the transcripts. As mentioned previously, utilizing several features of significance 
from Love (1994) tbat included repetition within and across interviews; levels and 
nature of affect; e:r.plicit and implicit interpretations; and serendipity identified the 
themes. In discussing these further, repetition within and across interviews clarifies 
tbe ideas, beliefs, concerns, and issues tbat are discussed repeatedly throughout tbe 
interview orland are brougbt up at least once in an interview and are then again 
noted in otber interviews. Tbe levels and nature of affect includes emotion tbat is 
evident througb nonverbal cues sucb as a sudden rise in vocal volume, cbange in 
facial e:r.pressions and otber bodOy content or tbeme.. Explicit and implicit 
interpretations require connections between thougbts and activities and meanings 
ascribed to tbem wbether they are obvious and direct or implied and metaphoric. 
And tbe last feature of significance is serendipity, wbich oudines bebavion and 
e:r.pressions of the participants that are different from what was expected, based 
upon my reading and understanding ofservice learning. 
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Summary 
Collecting data from the community agencies that received service learning 
was tbe initial goal oftbis study. This data outlined, through evaluation and 
comparison, a common thread or critical incident method, for a successful and 
productive service learning project. The outcomes oftbis study distinguished what 
benefits and needs were met for tbe service recipients participating in the sen;ce 
learning projects. The findings will tben be communicated back to the instructors, 
students and coordinators of tbe service learning programs. 
In essence, tbe rationale of tbis study goes full circle by evaluating tbe 
student bebavior and activity in tbe community agency, estimating tbe impact of 
service and tben communicating tbat information back to tbe classroom fcor tbe 
instructor and students to assess. Follow tbrougb on a service learning project is 
imperative until it manifests as a successful product. Once again, to reiterate, the 
same goal is in mind for botb the service provider and tbe service recipient: a 
mutually beneficial relationsbip and experience. 
A descriptive detail of tbe researcb findings will be given by using the data 
collected from tbe interviews, questionnaires, and documentation. The collection of 
information submitted answers tbe already stated researcb questions. An analysis or 
tbe data or an assessment of tbe researcb findings is given in Cbapter Four, wbicb 
leads to a discussion or tbese findings in Cbapter Five. Also, in Cbapter Five, an 
overall conclusion is given tbat outlines wbat communication strategies were proven 
to be effective in service learning projects by meeting tbe service recipient's 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 
Introduction 
Tbe purpose of tbis cbapter is to present tbe results of tbe analyses described 
in Cbapter Tbree. The cbapter begins with a review of the purpose and overall 
findings of the study. Then, results of analysis are presented in relation to each 
researcb question. Several features of significance were utilized to identify the 
critical tbemes oftbe study, wbicb are discussed tbrougbout the cbapter and 
higblighted at the end. 
Pu rpose of Study and Overall Findings 
My researcb goal was to capture and then release tbe voice of tbe service 
recipients in tbe community that were involved in sen"ice learning experiences. My 
interest in service learning and empbasizing the community's perspective comes 
from my background and experience of being in a family tbat owned an 
independent grocery store in a small community. Througbout tbis e:::perienc~ tbe 
needs of tbe community were always emphasized, oot ooly to promote a profitable 
business, but also because of tbe elemeot ofgoodwill. As ( reviewed tbe publisbed 
literature on service leamiog, it soon became evideot that the acquisition of 
ioformation from the commuoity ageocies or service recipieots seemed fairly 
untoucbed. 
I soon realized that a sigoificaot element of service learniog researcb was 
missing. I knew tbe researcb sbould summon the voices of the service recipieots in 
tbe community by exploring the perspectives, meanings, understandings, 
~e!~rlptie!!!. !!!d m~~~retations that tbe service recipieots brou£bt forth. I bave 
bad no goal or particular bypotbesis to prove or disprove as would be evident with 
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quantitative research methods. I merely wanted to hear the ways the service 
recipients managed the collaboration between the institution, the racuJty, and the 
students to formulate an etTective and efficient service learning experience to all 
involved parties. As with any coUaboration and environment which emphasizes the 
aspects of team work, I was very anxious to unveil tbe communication Stnltegies 
tbat produced a mutually beneficial relationship for all service learning partnen. 
Tbe purpose of this study was to assess the service recipient's penpective of 
already conducted service learning experiences by rec:ognizing the benefits bestowed 
upon tbe recipients, tbe needs and expectations of the recipients, and tbe effective 
communication strategies discovered by the service recipients. The results of 
analyses indicated that the benefits, needs, and expectations of service recipients 
were fulfilled in most cases, rIVe out of siI. As further reporting of the results 
revealed, problems or negative situations arising during service learning experiences 
can be effectively bandied by appropriate and timely communication strategies. 
Also, having the service learning pannen realize tbe importance of communicative 
interaction and organization before tbe project commences is imperative for future 
success. 
Researcb Question One 
The fint research question was as foUows: ROt: How did services provided 
by the students and educational institutions benefit the service recipients? 
The research study participaats answered research questioa one concerning 
the aspect of the benefits bestowed upon them. At least ten overaU beaefits were 
recipients noticed the diversity of the study body participants, cultural awareness by 
all involved parties, tbe self-initiated internal evaluation or examination, agency 
publicity to tbe community, educationalllearning experience for all involved parties, 
establisbmeut of relationsbips, accomplishment of tasks/completed work, field 
work/real world experience for the students, functional uses of products for the 
recipients and an increase in availability of programming. 
Student Diversity 
Tbe service recipients discussed bow tbe students in tbe service learning 
experience gave tbem good ideas and provided an added and valuable perspective to 
the projects. The diversity of tbe student body participating in the service learning 
projects allowed the recipients to obtain dirrerent attitudes or viewpoints concerning 
tbe agency's issues, concerns, tasks, and responsibilities. The service learning 
project was enbanced witb tbe diversity of the organization's staffing and lifted tbe 
spirits of tbe starr. The service recipients believed tbat tbe sen-ice learning 
experience could be a dynamic inftuence on tbe organization 85 students bring 
energy and a good outlook on life to projects. As one interviewee stated, "The 
experience was good for me because anotber perspective is very valuable. " Be tben 
added, "The students bave good ideas." 
Cultural Awareness 
It was further revealed tbat baving a service learning program makes 
an organization gain culturally because it oplores how people have blended 
together in the community, in other words, it examines the integration of cultures. 
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the students more comrortable being around people with disabilities. Now, because 
of tbis experience, wben the students come across someone witb disabilities in tbe 
ruture, tbey will bopefully know bow to interact witb them. Additionally, tbey wiD 
realize wbat people witb disabilities bave to offer." Anotber recipient responded, 
"Baving a service learning program makes you gain culturally. It looks at how 
tbings have blended together into tbe community and bow that community is 
belping or Dot belping." 
Internal Evaluation 
Tbe service learning project required the organizations to examine 
tbemselves internally, and it forced them to elplore different options to solve tbeir 
problems or dilemmas. Tbe organization's goals were being evaluated when tbe 
service learning students were around. As one recipient commented, "A lot ofwbat 
tbe students did for us, it required me to look at ounelves internally." 
Acency Publicity 
The service was also deemed beneficial because of tbe publicity of tbe service 
activities in the community. As an eumple, a respondent stated, "Graduate students 
bave gone on and tbeir data is being used by tbe Army Corp of Engineen and the 
U.S. Geological Survey." There was an increase in public relations and actual 
publications of some of the projects, wbicb can also lead to an increase in federal or 
grant runding. 
EdUcational Experience 
In addition, tbe recipients realized tbat they were educating the students, 
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wbich in tbeir minds meant tbat they were succeeding to some extent since they 
were also able to learn tbrougb tbe senrice learning process. The recipients believed 
tbat a student's full learning potential could most effectively be tapped through 
experience-based education programs. The recipients really wanted to try to belp 
tbe students by senring a purpose (or tbe students and giving them an educational 
experience. This is bighlighted througb a recipient's quote, "Maybe it will serve the 
purpose (or tbe students and give tbem an educational experience or a learning 
experience. " 
Establisbment of Relationsbips 
Relationsbips with tbe students and other community memben developed 
during tbe service learning projects. The recipients gained satisfaction (rom tbe 
projects because tbey believed tbey bad impacted tbe student's lives in some way by 
wbatever amount o( time tbey bad spent witb the students. One respondent strongly 
divulged tbeir opinion by stating: 
It was beneficial because ofsome of tbe relationships tbat we developed with 
tbe students. You toucbed somebody on a penonallevel and tbey took it with 
tbem and continue it on to where they might be. You impacted their lives in 
some way by wbatever amount of time you knew tbem and tbat was bow I 
got the most satisfaction. 
The service recipients had to establisb relationsbips with the students and the 
community and needed to keep those relationships going. 
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Task Af!f!omplisbmentIWork Completed 
The community agencies or senice recipients were able to get work 
completed by tbe service learning students tbat otherwise would not bave been 
f!ompleted. As a director commented, "Our benefit was to get tbings done tbat we 
n~ed to get done". The same recipient later stated, "We benefit from these 
services because we get work done tbat we couldn't get done otberwise." Recipients 
obtained direct aid from tbe service providers. It wu commented byanotber 
recipient, "Tbe students produced a product that would serve my program." 
Field WorkJ Real World Elperience 
Tbe students were also given tbe opportunity to have a meaningful and 
valuable work esperienf!e by learning different concepts and ideas in the topic areas 
of the organization's service tbat they wouldn't bave leArned in their classroom 
studies. Service learning provides students with opportunities to use newly acquired 
skills and knowledge in real-life situations in tbeir own community. One respondent 
suggests, "'Many times students learn tbings in tbe topic areas ofour service tbAt 
they wouldn't learn in their studies and it looks good on their resume." 
The students gained field work or real world esperience. It was believed by 
the service recipients that, if they were doing their jobs right, they were puffina tbe 
students in real world experiences that would help launcb the students' careers. 
The students were getting exposure to wbat the world WIS really like aod hopefully 
tbey would take the ski])s tbat they had used along witb them. A director 
commented, "'It seems the students did get something out of this by working on this 
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recipient! believed tbat the service learning experience would also look 
commendable on the students' resumes. 
Functional Product Uses 
The community agencies bave made certain uses of tbe products completed 
during tbe service learning experienc~ wbetbtr it was a public relations document 
sucb as a Oyer or a video, or belp witb an environmental project. A recipient 
uplained, "I bave made some good use oftbe Ryen and products. It is something I 
really need." Sbe went on, " The video has been sbown and it has helped, not just 
schools, but what my project is about it has served its function at tbat level." 
The quality of tbe product migbt bave been disappointing for tbe service 
recipients, but they were still able to get some use out of tbe work completed beeause 
it served its function and tbe prognm in whicb the students were conducting service 
learning. Disappointing for tbe service recipients meant tbat the quality of the 
project was lower than wbat they bad anticipated. A recipient commented, "Some or 
tbe work is disappointing, but it is still useful." 
Incruse in Prognm Availability 
A great deal more prognmming and activities were made available to the 
organization's clients tbrougb tbe aid of tbe students. One service recipient spoke of 
this matter by stating, "The students brought their enthusiasm along with their able 
hands. They provided us witb manpower, supervision and expertise in certain areas 
and skills. More or less, tbe students came in and taugbt their knowledge. We used 
tbe students and their service learning activities to broaden tbe lire views orour 
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become better self-advocates. As director, I believe that as people's experiences are 
broadened, they realize they have fuller lives. The sen-ice learning students 
provided us with this opportunity to give our clients fuller lives". 
Research Question Two 
Research question two focused on the needs and expectations of tbe service 
recipients. RQ2: How did the services provided by the students Ind educational 
institutions meet the needs Ind eJ:oectations of the service recipients? 
The needs and expectations were met by setting clear g011s and advanced 
planning including establishing a mlnagement system. Additionally, making the 
students aware of performing high quality service and creating high quality projects 
was imperative, as well as, realizing the importance of the role of the professor. 
Setting Oear Goals 
1.0 five out of six eumples, the service recipient's needs and expectations 
were fulfilled. The organization's expectations were fulfilled because tbe students 
did wbat they actuaUy said they were going to do. This may hive occurred and their 
needs may have been met because dear goals were set for tbe service learning 
partnen. One semce recipient stated, "In most cases, needs were met by the 
students because we set dear goals." Ife:lpectations were not delrly defined, or 
sbifted during tbe project, then acbieving the desired outcome WIS frustrating for 
tbe service recipients. 
Planning/Management System 
When a defined manlgement style Ind system were developed to work with 
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recent years, expectations were fulfilled. One of the directors commented, "It has 
taken me sometime to develop my management style. My style is to layout the job 
and aDow the student to take their own path witb the job." 
The majority or the sen-ice recipients, five out of six, were well pleased. As 
one director commented: 
My organization's staff and I actually went to the student presentations o( 
the marketing plans. Furthermore, our marketing scbeme was broadened 
and we bave actuafly used some ideas tbat were laid out ill the marketing 
plans. Irtbe students bad not have done the service learning project .. our 
organization would not have the present answer to our marketing plans. The 
presentations helped us pick and choose wbat we could use. 
Anotber director stated: 
Definitely, our needs have been fulfilled! We are very (ortunate to bave a 
very large pool or students and I realize tbat it would be bard (or me to do 
my job without them. I want to see good things happen to tbe people who are 
sen-ing bere. It is bard to say no to a student who wants to do a project. 
Project QualitI 
Several negative instances were mentioned from a semce recipient. That 
penon argued: 
I got work done that needed to be done; however, it wasn't to my standards, 
50 it was rnastrating. I couldn't do the work myselr and I thougbt I bad a 
good arrangement in wbich I bad control or tbe quality of the product and I 
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The same recipient went on to comment: 
Concerning tbe video, I don't know bow mucb it wiD be used. I am going to 
make mucb less use of it tban I would bave it if bad been a bigh quality 
video. And if it bad been a bigh quality video, it could have been sbown 
nationaUy because tbere isn't any video out tbere. 
Professor's Role 
A negative experience was noted from a service recipient: 
On tbe first service learning project my expectations were not fulfilled 
because the professor did not provide adequate supervision or support or 
even time on tbe equipment that the students needed to produce a good 
product. The professor bad a lack of organization that affected tbe quality of 
the student's work. 
Anotber recipient had a positive perspective of the professor, "The better 
planned projects uses the professors." 
Research Ouestion Three 
Tie third research question started to uncover the communication methods 
used during tbe service learning experiences. R03: How were tbe service recipient's 
needs and uputations communicated to the students and edUcational institutions! 
With communication being the prominent issue in research question th~ 
seven communication aspects were highlighted. Tiese induded meetings, teamwork, 
upectations, matching students with projects, forms of communication, professor's 
role and an on-site tour. 
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Meetings 
Tbe service recipients explained bow a service learning project could be 
deemed successful if tbey just basically set down and talked with tbe students to see 
where they were coming from and to see wbat progress could be made from tbere. 
Even if tbis explanation sounds reasonably simple to manage, tbe results still proved 
to be frustnting for tbe service partnen. In tbree of tbe six cases, as many of tbe 
organizational directon, stafT memben, and students tbat could attend a meeting, 
would set together and organize wbo would be responsible for tbe different parts of 
tbe project. Tbe participant's responsibilities were darified. From tbat point, the 
students were very mucb on their own and were very independent in the 
environment. However, informal, face--to--face meetings were conducted between 
students and statT memben if and wben it wu needed. 
Teamwork 
All and all, tbe students become a team on their own by sbaring tbe project 
and sharing tbeir entbusiasm for tbe project. One director responded by stating, 
"We were all together and tben we would do a lot of researcb at bome and then 
would come back togetber with new information." The general consensus of the 
service recipients was tbat a lot could get done if you sit down and talk to someone 
one-to-one. One director recited, "We sbared the projects and sbared. tbe 
entbusiasm in just ideas. We would set together, I will do tbis part and you will do 
that part. They became a team on their own." 
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Expectations 
Anotber notewonby and positive aspect was to know wbat tbe student's 
program eIpected from tbem before tbe students staned at tbe organization. 
Knowing wbat would meet tbeir professor's or depanment's eIpedations for tbe 
project would belp tbe directors and stafrmembers make assignments tbat would be 
beneficial to the organization and to tbe students u weD. Burgoon and Hale's (1988) 
Hpec:tancy violation tbeory suppons tbe notion of a communication strategy 
between tbe senrice learning panners to belp rulfill tbe Hpec:tations or one anotber 
and tberefore, be able to define wbether or not their service learning project was 
successrul. 
Matchinl Students with Projects 
Funbermore.. blending tbe student's needs and individual personalities with 
tbe service recipient's needs could be constructive and determined by picking up on 
the manner in wbich the students communicated in their interviews. Because wben 
an intenriew is conducted, the director or starr members try to realize if the student 
would be able to do what the organization wanted tbem to do. The students need to 
reel comfortable in the service they are providing to enable themselves to provide a 
good service to the agency and community. 
Forms ofCommunication 
Many of the service recipients used verbal and written communication to 
inrorm the students about their o:pectations. The senrice recipients also round that 
the job description or task aSSignment needed to be in writing ror the students to 
ac:c:ompiish a pruductive aad cuwplded proj.:fi. 
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Oassroom visits were conducted by at least tbree out of the six recipients 
interviewed in which they informed the students of tbe project. The students were 
briefed before tbe service recipient came into tbe classroom concerning exactly wbat 
tbe project was and what tbe organization's needs were, wbat the professor's needs 
were, and the overall expectations. The students learned from tbe service recipient 
exactly wbat tbe expectations were concerning tbe fonnat and content. They went 
over tbe materials witb the students and tried to narrow down any potential 
problems. The students needed to know wbat the service recipient expected out of 
them so tbey could fulfill tbeir requests. Once again, the importance of Burgoon and 
Bale's (1988) expectancy violation theory is revealed. Individuals collaborating in a 
partnership need to be aware of eacb otber's expectations tbrougbout tbe 
partnership. 
Professor'S Role 
Furtbermore, five of the six recipients believed that the process of 
communication started by working out with tbe professor wbat tbe organization's 
needs were and detennine if tbose needs could be met by tbe students. The best part 
of tbe communication was tbat the professor's expectations had to meet the service 
recipient's expectations, once again empbasizing tbe expectancy violation theory. 
Therefore, tbe students' grades depended on the service recipient's level or 
satisfaction witb tbe product. 
Furthermore, during the service leaming experience, the recipicots relt that 
the professor needed to find out the needs that were not being met by the students. 
Tiae professor needed io know wbat ioe prooiem, were iiid what tb~ studiiit 
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responsibilities were that needed to be addressed. A service recipient gave an 
example or these activities by stating, "The professor and I met three times to 
answer each other's questions and speU out exactly what each group would 
produce." Berger and Calabrese's (1975) uDcertainty reduction theory expresses the 
importance of having to eliminate uncertainty in a partnership to deem it successful. 
On-site Tour 
At least two service recipients took the students on a tour of tbe physical site 
of the service learning project and explained what tbe project was and what aD the 
dirrerent problems were that tbey would soon embrace. This activity occurred to 
reduce uncertainty, especially for tbe students coming into the recipient's 
environ ment. 
[n furtber detail, these service recipients explained tbe concept and benefits 
of a guided tour for the students. They believed tbat a guided tour was a very 
errective way to introduce tbe students to tbe service recipient's environment. The 
recipients were also able to observe the students' nonverbal reactions as tbey were 
introduced to the new environment. Verbal communication between the students 
and starr members was very escessive during tbese guided tours. The impact of 
tbese tours provided tbe recipients witb an overall perspective in determining if tbe 
students would be comfortable in tbe recipient's or agency's environment. One 
senice recipient commented, "When I take the students tbrougb tbe mitial on-site 
tour, it becomes apparent wbere tbey need to serve in our organization." 
Conducting an on-site tour, the recipients thougbt, made the students 
!"..!!!itiv! to fh! 4:ommg!!ity n~1 and hetter ahle to understand the community in 
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which they would be workjng. The students needed to understand from tbe 
beginning that they needed to respect the community members and show (oocem 
ror their situation. 
Research Question Four 
The rourth research question discovers the effective communication 
strategies used between the partners during the service learning experience. R04: 
What communication strategies were used in providing the needed service? 
The importance or communication reduces uncertainty, enhances 
collaborative spirit, and racilitates accomplishment or goals. The critical 
communication strategies were identified as reedback. group meetings with all 
partners, instructor's expectations meeting the agency expectations, agency 
communicates satisraction tbrough impact on students' grades, and the student's 
motivational aspect or collaborative spirit. 
Effective Listening Skills 
Communication played a vital role between the service recipients and tbe 
service providers. The service recipients thought tbat students needed to be open 
and willing to listen. Also, the service recipients realized tbat they needed to listen 
willingly to the students. Listening is an acquired skill than takes physical Ind 
mental concentration to do effectively. These skills could be taught to the servic~ 
learning partners. 
Elputatioas 
Rigbt away, the perimeters or tbe service learning project bad to be set by 
sitting down and taiking about tile communication goais and objectivcs. ii wu 
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round to be imperative to set clear and achievable objectives and goals for the 
service learning partners. Overall, tbe service recipients found out that a successful 
service learning e:lperience consisted partly of communication and partly of being 
clear as to wbat was e:lpected and wbat people were willing to take on and actuaDy 
do. At this juncture, Burgoon and Hale's (1988) eJ.pectancy violation theory 
substantiates its relevance to tbis study as does Berger and Calebrese's (l9'iS) 
uncertainty reduction theory. Reducing tbe service partners' uncertainty can be 
accomplisbed through communicating, acknowledging, and fulfilling tbe partners' 
eJ.pectations. This aspect goes rigbt along witb how tbe students need to follow up 
and actually do the things tbey made a commitment to do. 
Forms ofCommunitation 
Various and effective forms of communication identified by the service 
recipients were tbe impromptu e:lcbange of information, tbe use of e-mail, and 
telepbone calls. The unplanned, impromptu or on the spot exchange of information 
verbally by all service learning partners were aU found to be communication 
strategies. Comments on tbe use ofe-mail from the service recipients included: 
The instructor e-mailed me on what tbe scbedule would be in working witb 
tbe students. She also e-mailed me tbe Oyer and the instruction sheet that sbe 
had given to tbe students so I could see wbat they were told about the project. 
Then, when we met, I gave ber materials to give to tbe students. ( bad a 
packet put together by the time I met witb tbe students. E-mail is becoming 
more predominant witb tbe students. It is easier for tbem. 
iIO 
Furthermore, it was established that it was better to sit down and have each 
penon report on their part of the project. A service recipient stated: 
The most effective form of communication, undoubtedly, I have to say was 
the initial meeting and defining of the service learning project. All of the 
students who were partnen were present except one. We were all together 
and then we would do a lot of researcb at home and then would come back 
witb new information. 
Communication Strategies 
Tbe lack of or break down in communication effected the entire experience, 
in fact one recipient said, "Ifyou don't bave good communicatioa, you den't have a 
good service learning project." All of the researcb study participants believed tbat 
communication was crucial for a successful service learning project. One service 
recipient stated: 
We used verbal, nonverbal, and written forms of communicatioD to make 
sure that tbe students were all on the same page on wbat we wanted done and 
in reality, it took a long time. Communication was internal and it was also 
external witb the otber college students and to our community and 
departments. We bad a lot of pbone calls. The service learning students used 
face-to-face communication primarily and e-mail wu secondary. Often 
times, their schedule wouldn't necessarily match up and so tbey would e-mail 
me and say we were out this Saturday and this went great and I just wanted 
to let you know. We scbeduled meetings wben we needed to. 
III 
The list of the communication strategies found to be elTective for the service 
recipients is given for the reader in Table 7. The researcher decided to put this table 




• Most etTective communication: Initial meeting and denning of 
product/expect2tions 
• Set clear and achievable project goals and objectives 
• Instructor's expectations had to meet agency expectations 
• Set clear partner expectations 
Meetinls 
• Face to face meeting with students in dassroolD before project commences 
• Group meetings more etTective when aU partnen can be present 
• Meet witb professor often and regularly 
Skills! Tools 
• Agency enabled to communicate satisfaction of service through an impact on 
student IJ'Ides 
• Continuous evaluation by professor and recipient of service project as it 
commences 
• EtTective listening skills for all partnen 
Interactions 
• Informative discussion with students lbroughout and at end of experience 
• Unplanned, impromptu or on the spot verbal exchange of information 
• Verbal, nonverbal, written forms of communication aU essential 








A lack of feedback eusted during tbe service learning partnenbips. 
Negative aspects mentioned by the service recipients were, "There wasn't any 
communication with the professor. My e-mails to the professor were never 
answered. My pbone caDs to the professor were Dever answered. The students 
reported tbat tbe professor never bad time to meet with tbem to get reedback. " 
Anotber service recipient uplained, "1 kind of told the students wbat we needed to 
do and I wanted to see what they did and tbey dropped the ball and I think pbone 
calls were less successful because we couldn't reach each otber." 
In combating the problems that can and do arise, tbe service recipients tell 
the students that. if they are ever assigned to do sometbing tbat tbey really don't 
like, tbey need to please let tbe staff know and they will just find sometbing else for 
tbe student to do. Moreover, if tbe students are not baving a good uperience, they 
are going to bave to initiate the communication !o the recipient. The student is the 
one wbo should realize lint that tbey feel uncomfortable or uneasy about their 
assignment. One service recipient responded by commenting, "I try to penonaUy 
deal witb the students wbo have a problem or dilemma. 1 ask tbem bow we can 
make tbis a better elperience for tbem." The service recipients abo realized that 
probably wbat would bave helped the professor and them more would bave been 
contacting each other more often. A recipient commented, "Just obtaining 
information from tbe professor, Uke tbe coune syllabus and coune content was not 
enougb~ it belped, but it wasn't enough." 
lL3 
Group Meetings with Partners 
Also, once during the quarter, the staff or one or tbe service recipients was 
assigned to go to the student's classroom ror face-to-face meetings. This was bow 
most of the important inrormation and communication was passed. At the end of the 
quarter, the proressor gave tbe organization a copy or all or tbe presentations and 
discussed concerns and issues. Also when the presentations were conducted. 
informative discussions were held with tbe students. One of the service recipients 
commented: 
I met with the students one time during the quaner, about fifty minutes, 
explaining to them our project. And then they were able to call me 
throughout the quarter. I had otber telephone calls from the professor after 
tbat, but not really that mucb with the students. 
The most effective meetings were when all service learning panners could 
meet at once. The students needed to get a background into what aU tbe service 
recipient's needs wer~ wbat the content or tbe project was, and to have the cbance 
to ask questions. These meetings were effective wben tbe wbole staff was in 
attendance. Tbey could all be in one plac~ at one time. It W85 important. 
Instructor's Expectations meeting Agency Expectations 
Tbe instructor bas to bave communication interaction witb the service 
recipient before tbe project commences to do advanced planning. This planning will 
entail matching the objectives of the coune and the expectations tbat he or she bas 
of their students witb what the service recipient would like for the students to 
provide to ineir agency. Tht igtiiq' ni€ds LV dcfiuc their URiS; end d~~..~ t!::sc 
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with the instructor to have their expectations known and fulrdled by the service 
providers, tbe students. The instructor acts as tbe liaison between the students and 
the agency. 
Impact on Students' Grades 
Tbe community agency communicates satisfaction or service through having 
an impact on the students' grades. One recipient confirmed, "The professors need to 
let tbe service recipients effect the grades in some positive way to give the experience 
some kind of validity. Wben I actually did complain about those students, it all fell 
back 00 me wben I felt it was their fault." The recipient needs to bave the 
opportunity to evaluate the provider's elTorts at the service recipient's site. It was 
commented, "Service recipients need to have a say in how the students are doing. 
There needs to be some kind of quality control measure." Furthermore, aDDther 
recipient quoted, "I didn't get to bave input enougb to 53y tbat wbat they were 
doing wasn't going to work." 
Student's Collaborative Spirit 
The service recipients commented on the amount of enthusiasm tbat needs to 
be bestowed upon tbe students, "You bave to be a cheerleader for tbe students and I 
learned bow to be entbusiastic. " The recipients seemed to rea.11y enjoy tbe one to one 
ratio of working witb tbe students by remarking, "The one to one interaction witb 
students lets me share wbat I have learned over my years ofwork." In addition, tbe 
recipients believed tbat tbey needed to make the students feel tbat wbat they were 
doing was wortbwbile. For example, one recipient observed, "'If the students 
11S 

believed tbat the service learning project was worthwhile, then the students became 
more excited and enthusiastic." 
When the students tbemselves asked a lot of questions, it sbowed their 
interest in tbe project. It also belped wben tbe students were given merit and 
credibility for wbat they were doing. The service recipients tried to make it • more 
enjoyable experience for tbe students 50 all of tbe service partnen would gain more 
enthusiasm and motivation for tbe project. The general consensus was tbat when the 
project was more enjoyable, it made the experience easier and then it was easier to 
educate the students. 
Once again, the students bave to playa role in bow effective tbe service 
learning experience is for tbem. It was commented, "I tell the students to pick 
something they will enjoy because I want them to be enthusiastic and motivated 
toward our clients. The students that are thoroughly enjoyiDg what they are doiDg, 
it is gOiDg to show in bow tbey interact with othen." 
Themes 
Student Divenity 
Divenified penonalities aDd skills among the studeDts benefited all the 
service recipients. The large variety of ideas, OpiDioDS, esperiences aDd life skills 
added to the orgaDization's enviroDment. The students helped to provide 
supervision and expertise iD Dew areas. ODe service recipieDt quoted: 
I really do believe tbat as people's experiences broaden, they realize they 
have fuUer lives aDd I think that the service learning students provide us with 
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students more comfortable being around people with disabilities. Hopefully, 
wben they come across someone with disabilities, tbey will know bow to 
interact towards tbem. The students will realize wbat people with disabilities 
have to otTer. The service learning esperience forces me to look at what I am 
doing at tbe agency and wbat I am trying to achiel'e. 
Matching Students with Projects 
Matching student's skills and penonalities with service projects was found to 
be imperative to the success of tbe service learning project. A director remarked, "I 
pick up on tbe manner in wbich the students communicate in their interviews. 
When you do an interview, you are figuring out if they wiD be able to do what you 
want them to do." If a student is comfortable with their assignment or task. tbe 
work usually will get completed. If the student is uneasy, procrastination usually 
occurs. Furthermore, the same recipient commented: 
I tell the students to pick something they "ill enjoy betause I want them to be 
enthusiastic and motivated toward our clieot5. The students that are 
thoroughly enjoying what tbey are doing, it is going to show in how they 
interact with others. When I take the students through the initial on-site tour, 
it becomes apparent where they need to serve in our organization. 
Establishment of Relationships 
Service learning projects build relationships among all involved partners. 
The students get exposure to commuuity members outside tbe university 
environment. One coordinator responded .. "Communication requires trust and 
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The students kept in toucb and made tbe cbanges I suggested to the project 
product." The clients of tbe community agencies get expertise from the students tbat 
tbey could not get otberwise. Also, the staR'members at tbe community agencies 
obtain rriendships by working on tbe service learning projects witb the students. As 
one recipient commented, "You touched somebody on a personal level and tbey took 
it with them and continue it on to wbere they might be." 
It was also noted by some service recipients that tbings went weD in the 
service learning proje1!ts wben the students "keyed in" with some of the 
organizational members or staR'. A service recipient eJ.plained1 "A nice feeling came 
up when people were enjoying their work and getting more done and tbat's a part of 
communication tbat we never think about. People sbaring tbeir personal 
happenings seemed to make for a better atmosphere witb tbe organizational 
members and staff. " This recipient was referring to the importance of establishing 
relationships during the service learning es.perience. 
Cultunl Awareness 
The cross cultunl aspect of any service learning project was apparent. The 
diversity of tbe student body with their upbringing, eJ.periences, and various skills 
adds to the culture of tbe community agencies. The clients of tbe agencies obtain 
eJ.p05ure of tbese diversified students and reap the benefits. As one redpient said, 
"Tbe service learning projects broaden the borizons of all involved parties." Also~ 
the students are introduced to environments in the community and surrounding 
area tbat they would not see ir they were not involved in service learning projects. 
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makes you gain culturally. It looks at bow things bave blended togetber into tbe 
community and bow tbe commuDity is belping or not belping. It looks at tbe aspect 
of tbe integration of cultures.tt 
Field \Vork/Real World Experience 
A real world experience is made possible for the students through the service 
learning projects. The students are able to actuaBy apply tbeir classroom knowledge 
and tben some. As stated, "Many times studeDts learn tbings in tbe topic areas of 
our service that they wouldn't learn in tbeir studies and it looks good on tbeir 
resume.tt Another statemeDt from a recipient, "It belped our students with a more 
vaJuable esperience. tt In continuing witb recipient comments, "I give tbe proressor a 
lot of credit. You can teU sbe is really interested in tbese kids and tbeir education. 
Wben tbey get out into tbe real world, tbey really do bave a firm grip on it.tt 
Planning/Management System 
Ifa service learning project had clear objectives and a format or a plaD set 
berore the project actuaDy commenced, aU parties bad a successrul experience. The 
needs and expectations or tbe community agency and proressor were addressed aDd 
communicated to tbe students, wbich belped tbe students during the project. A 
service learning coordinator confirmed, "Tbe process or communicatioD started by 
working out witb the instructor that my needs could be met with her students. 
There could bave been more planning on tbe organization's part and we could bave 
devoted more time to tbe project. More evaluation was needed as the project 
progressed." Service recipients affirmed that the departments with pre-organized 
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structures for "~n'i~e learning always provide a better overall experien~e fo.- the 
students. 
Professor's Role 
The professor's ~ommitment or lack of ~ommitment to tbe sen·ice teaming 
project played a tremendous role in tbe outcome of tbe project. Tbe professor DeedS 
to be aware of tbe DeedS, espectatioos, problems, and responsibilities of tbeir role 
duriog tbe sen'ice learning experience. A director for a local organization stated, 
"The meetings witb tbe professor prior to the project and tbe continued 
correspondence tbrougbout tbe project sbowed cbaracteristics of maturity, 
accountability, and consistency on tbe professor's part." 
Tbe professon bave a definitive communicative responsibility to the project. 
Furtbermore, tbey actually act as a liaison. One recipieot stated, "Tbe professon 
sbould get involved, undentand, and be tnined and responsible, aDd blve a sense of 
obligltion." It was often commented that tbe better-planned projects used tbe 
professon. The communication tbat the service recipients bad with the professor 
allowed tbe students to make tbe necessary adjustments for the organization and 
what they were requesting. For eumple, one professor was given tbe needed 
information and tben banded it to Ind discussed it witb tbe students. Furthermore, 
telepbone calls were conduded witb the professor and then that information was 
passed on to tbe students. 
One service recipient went into detail in explaining ber iDitiai contact witb 
the professor and then went on to comment on tbe continued communicative 
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relationsbip lbat existed between tbem during tbe service learning project. She 
stated: 
I sensed tbe professor was organized and we had a series of excbanges where 
I promised materials. We bad a long conversation and tbe first two contacts 
were by pbone. Then we met face to face before tbe quarter started. Then I 
met witb the students early in tbe quarter in which tbey were doing tbe 
service learning project. Tbe professor kept in toucb various times and was 
responsible to scbedules. The first step was talking with the professor and 
learning wbat the schedule would be and taking things from the professor's 
point of view. Tbe professor and I talked a long time during the first phone 
call and tben we talked again to sbarpen the point of exactly what the 
products were tbat tbe students could contribute. Then tbe professor looked 
at my material to see wbat kind of things I bad and bow the products would 
fit into tbe course's framework. The professor's expectations and needs, wbat 
the students were going to be asked to do, and the wbole process was 
discussed before the project even gut started. It was positive to meet and plan 
out our strategy. Meeting face to face also was a positive. 
Effective Students 
The more productive or effective students were more responsible and were 
not going to waste anybody's time. The recipients explained bow these students were 
more solid and mature, encouraging, nceptive and participated fully. Tbe service 
recipient got more work accomplisbed wben they bad effective students in service 
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consistent. They bad immense skills tbat complimented one another. A service 
recipient reported, wWe had some really good students and most of the students [ 
had working on the project were prospects for graduate school or law school. Tbey 
were really quality students." 
The students who proved to bave t successful and effective sen-ice learning 
project from the service recipient's perspective bad good quality communication 
and organizational skills such as being prompt and focused and willing to meet 
regularly. These students were very communicative and smart, as one recipient 
commented, wRigbt away they ran with tbe program with tbeir tenacity and skills". 
Summary 
This chapter has reported tbe results of this study by answering the four 
research questions presented in Cbapter One. Also, tbe purpose of this study, as 
well as overall findings, was reported. Tbe recognizable themes were introduced and 
brieny explained to the reader. The next cbapter will attempt to explain tbe results 
of tbe study. Limitations of this study and suggestions for future researcb will also 
be offered. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
Tbe purpose of tbis chapter is to provide a discussion of tbe results reported 
in tbe previous cbapter. The discussion begins by interpreting the results of tbe 
researcb questions proposed for tbe study. Strategies for effective management of 
service learning projects are tben reviewed. Limitations of the present study are 
addressed, followed by a discussion or future researcb directions. 
Researcb Ouestion One 
The benefits bestowed upon the selVice recipients during a service learning 
project could be categorized into various themes. Included in these tbemes were the 
ability to receive a different perspective from the students wbile exalDining and 
evaluating tbe agency's status and being able to establisb ongoing relationsbips with 
the students. In addition, other tbemes were being able to get work completed by tbe 
students tbat otherwise wouldn't be completed, wbile educating and offering them a 
real world e:lperience. Wbat's more, tbe recipients gained more available 
programming because of the increased assistance from the students. And most 
importantly, service learning was able to provide an instnmental e:lperience to all 
involved parties. 
The initial responses to tbe first research question were somewhat surprising 
to the researcher. Concern and focus on tbe students' involvement in the project 
W85 tbeir immediate response. The service recipients spoke of bow educating the 
students, in tum, projected a beneficial element to the agencies or organizations 
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the sen-ice recipients. Additionally, the integration or the students into the agency or 
organization's culture required tbe sen-ice recipients to evaluate their programs 
and examine tbemselves internally. It forced tbem to explore different and various 
options in solving their dilemmas or concerns. 
Because or tbe involvement witb tbe sen-ice learning projects, tbe sen-ice 
recipients received an increase in public relations to tbe community. This can lead to 
an increase in the agency's element of goodwill or reputation in the community and 
an increase in rederal or grant funding. These described benefits accentuate tbe 
overwhelming importance of a mutuaBy beneficial service learning partnership. 
Research Question Two 
Meeting tbe needs and espectations or the sen-ice recipients was vitally 
important in establishing a productive sen-ice learning experience. The sen-ic:e 
recipients established the importance of communiation up fronL Baving the 
agency's goals and expectations written out and defined helped in explaining them 
to the students. 
Along witb the goals and espectations, ame the need for some type of 
structured system to sen-e as a guide or standard ror tbe sen-ice learning 
eIperience. In addition, the importance or tbe service recipients being able to give 
reedback to the professor on tbe performance and conduct of tbe students was 
strongly communicated. The element or reedback bad an immense errect upon the 
service leamiog projecL 
It sbould also be ooted that it might be a viable option in the ruture to bave 
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projects. If negative responses are received, inquiring about and analyzing 
suggestions from the sen'ice recipients that migbt include effective steps or 
alternatives to overcome these obstacles could prove to enbance any future sen'ice 
learning project. 
Research Ouestion Three 
The importance of communication was bighlighted in tbe third question. 
Bow the sen'ice recipients cbose to communicate their needs and expectations was 
focused upon. The prominent answer was a very basic communication element, just 
sit down and talk to the students, one on one and face to face. The suggestions of 
having infonnal meetings and promoting tbe concept of teamwork were mentioned. 
The crucial recommendations consisted of bning a positive relationsbip with 
the professor by promoting active communication even before the project 
commenced and knowing what tbe students' professor expected from tbe students. 
This would enable tbe service recipient to assign tasks that would benefit both the 
students and themselves. 
Also mentioned was a classroom visitation by tbe sen'ice recipient and an 
opportunity for tbe students to tour tbe facilities of the service recipient. The 
students would be introduced to the environment and culture in wbicb they would 
be integrated. The students should have the cbance to ask any questions or state any 
concerns up front witb tbe sen'ice recipient. As with any relationsbip in wbicb an 
individual is involved, the existence or nonexistence of communication wDJ dictate 
and establisb the amount of trust being expressed in the relationsbip. This should 
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lead to the outcome of the relationship in determining whether it will be positive or 
negative. 
Researcb Question Four 
Tbe role that communication played througbout the service learning project 
was discussed in question four by focusing 00 the communication strategies. The 
importance of actuaUy setting communication goals and objectives for the service 
learning project is vital for the existence of a productive service learning eJ.perience. 
Dis entails establishing effective methods of communication such as group meetings 
when aU the partners could be in attendance, classroom visits by the service 
recipient, impromptu conversations with the students and perpetual correspondence 
witb the professor and students entailing e-maillnd telephone caDs. 
Key elements of effective communication sucb as being capable and willing to 
listen and being fortbright with one's thoughts are required between the partners of 
a service learning project for a successful and fruitful eJ.perience. Moreover, the 
establishment of a relationsbip built on trust and communication is recommended 
between tbe service recipient, students and professor, just as it sbould be in Iny 
learning environment. 
De service recipients went on to elplain the oplicit cbaracteristics 
displayed by tbe students wbo promoted and made possible an efrective and 
successful service learning esperience. Cbaracteristics such as being respectful, 
committed, trustworthy, reliable and dependable were referred to and tbe overaU 
skills needed and mentioned were good quality commuDiation and organizational 
_&nil•.._-­
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The importance of tbe role of the professor in the service learning project 
was bugely discussed. Botb positive and negative aspects of tbe actions of tbe 
professor were sbared witb tbe researcber. The conclusion was that tbe professor 
can either "make or break~ tbe service learning project by eitber taking 
responsibilities for tbeir actions and fulnlling tbeir duties and commitments or 
deciding not to play an active role in tbe learning experience. 
The results of analysis bave been discussed and explanations provided. There 
are several notions tbat can be drawn from tbe findings. These notions consist of 
providing feedback into tbe service learning experience, using a structured system 
for tbe service learning experience and building relationsbips between and among 
tbe service partnen witb effective communication strategies. These tbree notions 
will now be explained in more detail. 
Tbe professor needs to let tbe service recipient give feedback tbat wiD be 
exposed to Ibe students in tbe classroom. This could entailleUmg tbe service 
recipients affect tbe grades in some positive way to give the experience validity, 
otberwise stated, tbere needs to be some kind ofquality control measurement. 
Somehow, baving an impact on tbe students' grades would be belpful in establisbing 
respect in tbe service provider and service recipient relationsbip and bopefully tbe 
wbole program. Tbe previously mentioned aspect could be tbe beginning of having 
the service partnen realize tbat continuous evaJuation as tbe service learning 
project progresses is necessary for the fulrtUment of both partnen' needs and 
expectations. 
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The benefits-of-set'Yieelea.ming are going both way~ to the service recipients 
and to tbe students. Basically tbe service learning experience for tbe student is going 
to depend on wbat time tbey bave on tbeir scbedule and tbeir interests. Remember 
tbat tbe students bave a positive experience witb service learning wben they learn. 
Students bave tbe opportunity to bave fun and bave a successful learning 
experience. Most agencies tbat bave experienced service learning are organizations 
tbat are constandy cbanging and growing, 810ng witb tbeir service learning • 
students. The service recipients get work completed tbat otberwise would not get 
accomplished. The same goal is in mind for all tbe service learning participants: a 
mutually beneficial and respectful partnership. 
Research Discoveries Formulatinc Effective Service Learning Management 
The overall empbuis from the study's verified themes identified helpful bints 
for future service learning partners. Describing and better managing wbat the 
projects would be like from tbe beginning wu found to be imperative. In most cases, 
it was a success wbere there was a clear objective. It is recommended tbat tbe stalY 
be involved witb the students and the professor and that a set system be in place to 
evaluate tbe service learning projects. 
This structured system for service learning sbould serve as a guide and 
standard, sucb as the twelve steps of integrating service learning into tbe classroom 
previously mentioned in Chapter Two. The steps that need to be focused on are 
forming a community agency relationsbip, revising course requirements, planning 
service learning logistics and management, conducting student orientation and 
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recipient is an euellent source or inrormation about how to improve the service 
learning aperience ror ruture participants. 
In continuing tbis discussion in more detail, Stacey, Langer and Rice's 
(1997) Academic Servke Learning Faculty Development Manual lists the twelve 
steps ror integrating academic service learning into a college course. As previously 
mentioned, concentnting on tbe explicit strutture or some or tbese steps could prove 
to be rruitful ror service learning partners. From tbis study, the service recipients 
reinforced tbe importance of an orientation and training program tbat will allow tbe 
agency to clearly articulate their resources and needs. 
Moreover, tbe instructor needs to act in a preventative manner and take time 
to clarify rules and apectations so students are prepared ror any foreseeable 
danger. Also, the instructor needs to make sure tbere is a clear relationsbip between 
the service learning experience and tbe coune goals and objectives. Also, the 
instructor needs to define a clear relationsbip. The current study reiterated tbe 
importance or the professor's role and tbe level or commitment tbat needs to be 
established by tbe proressor to tbe project. Consequently, tbe proressor will act u a 
liaison between the students and service recipient. Additionally, tbe site supervisor 
needs to be knowledgeable and committed to the coune goals and willing to work in 
a partnersbip to acbieve them, empbasizing the mutually respectful and beneficial 
relationsbip that tbis study articulates over and over again. 
Adequate student orientation and mining implies tbat staR' and students 
sbould be sufficiently prepared ror tbe tasks they will perform. In addition, 
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diStussed. Furthermore, it is important tbat the site supervisor be available to assist 
witb student questions, orientation, and supervision. How the service recipients in 
tbe study stressed tbe importance of pre-planning and establisbing clear goals and 
objectives is bigbligbted by tbis step. 
In assessing student learning, tbe instructor needs to communicate the 
grading criteria to tbe students. Tbe grading criteria needs to be uplained before 
tbe project begins and the criteria sbould be revisited before tbe project is 
completed. This is tbe time tbat the service recipient's empbasis on tbe gnding 
criteria could be integnted. Remember tbat tbe current study proposed tbat the 
service recipients bave tbe opportunity to evaluate tbe students' service for tbeir 
agency's service learning experience and project. 
Krupar (1994) also proposes bow to assess student learning by conducting an 
evaluation of student performance witb focuses on tbe individual goals set byeacb 
student at the outset of tbe course. These individual goals are sbared and discussed 
and eacb student presents tbe metbod of demonstnting tbe attainment of these 
goals. The researcber proposes tbat a structured evaluation could be establisbed 
tbat is based on the business field's maDagement by objectives (MHO). By using tbis 
propo!al, tbe agency's goals are matcbed with tbe individual leamer's goals. 
Celebnting accomplisbments is impentive for motivational aspects. The 
instructor needs to meet witb tbe site supervisor to celebrate, sbare evaluation 
results, aDd plan needed revisions. It is beneficial to buDd aD ongoing relationsbip 
with the agency. The site supervisor is an excellent source of informatioD about bow 
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again, the professor's role and building relationsbips, wbich are themes of the 
current study, are being empbasized. 
The researcher's study bas contributed to already conducted researcb. For 
example, the Points of Ligbt Foundation holds tbat a strong service learning 
partnership could accomplisb work togetber that would be difficult or impossible to 
accomplisb alone. Jobn Dewey (1916) esplains that an essential feature of education 
is tbe esperience of being exposed to and eventually mastering what one thought 
was impossible or irrelevant. 
The service learning projects oITered opportunities for people to learn from 
each other and share their assets and resources. The service recipients commented 
more tban once on bow tbey were able to get work accomplished tbat would not 
bave otberwise been completed. The recipients also realized rigbt away tbat the 
students in tbe service learning projects contributed to their own educational 
esperiences. 
Appelgate and Morreale (1998), who explain tbat communication is the 
primary practice througb wbicb tbe individual and tbe community collaboratively 
develop or fragment, support the purpose of my study. They go on to say that there 
is a special renexive relationsbip betweeo tbe study of communication as the meaos 
for constructing social reality and service learning as a pedagogy designed to 
enbance social life and communities. 
In oudining the cOlDlDunicative perspective of the study, Burgooo aod Hale's 
(1988) expectancy violation theory suggests that people bave expectations about the 
behaviors oiolDers. Tnm aspect wu evideni in this siudy; in Cad, mccoog 
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expectations was one of the research questions. AdditionaUy, one of my research 
goals was to inquire about the resulting impact that tbese communicative interattive 
deviations bave on the service learning process. Burgoon aod Bale (1988) identified 
two types of expectations and tbis study really focuses on botb by evaluating if the 
communication ofexpectations attributed to tbe meeting ofexpectations. The 
preinteractional expectations refer to a communicator's ability to carry out an 
interaction and tbe interactional expectations refer to a person's ability to carry out 
tbe interaction itself. 
Berger and Calabrese's (1975) uncertainty reduction tbeory suggests that 
when strangers meet, their primary (ocus is on reducing their levels of uncertainty 
in tbe situation. Furthermore, people are highly motivated to use communication to 
reduce their uncertainty according to tbis tbeory. Therefore, reducing uncertainty 
bopefully will only enbance tbe chances of the agency obtaining any stated goals. 
Moreover, Berger (1997) explains tbat an essential argument of this theory is that 
expectations are powerful motivaton or "primen" toward goal accomplisbment. 
Once again, previously conducted research on service learning supports my 
study and its findings. For example, it wu reported by Root (1997) that educaton at 
all levels tbougbt tbat weU-desigued and implemented service-learniag activities can 
belp address unmet community needs wbile simultaneously providing students tbe 
opportunity to gain academic knowledge aad skills. Additionally, Furco (1996) 
affirms tbe importance of tbis study by implying tbat service learning involves 
blending the key elements ofcommunity service aad internsbips so both service 
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programs are distinguished from other approacbes to esperiential education by 
their intention to equally benefit the provider snd recipient as weD as to ensure 
equal focus on both the service being provided and tbe learning tbat is occurring. 
Furto's affirmation supports tbe recurring statement througbout my study 
concerning a mutually respectful and beneficial service learning partnersbip. 
AJready conducted researcb suspects thllt the impact of service learning is 
pronounced wben students participate in tbougbtfully organized community and 
public service projects in wbicb they meet the DeedS of a particular community or 
public. My study tried to enhance the community's perspective of a service learning 
uperience and uncover any effec:tive communication strategies. A personal goal of 
tbe researcber is to apply the study's findings and positively impac:t any service 
learning experience communicatively. The nut section will present limitations of 
this study and implications for future research. 
Limitations and Implications for Future Researcb 
Limitations 
One of the study's limitations yields tbe issue that not all service learning 
programs tbroughout the nation are tbe same. There are differences among various 
institutions and programs. Even the service learning csperiences from agency to 
agency may be different. Because eacb program may not bave the euct same set of 
standards and guidelines, comparing programs may be difficult. Furtbermore, tbe 
agencies that received the service and the service provided varied depending upon 
the very nature of tbe agency and their particular needs. 
AdditionaJly. access to service learning programs may be limited because of 
time and distance constraints. Tbe proximity and :lvallabllity of service learning 
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recipients wbo bad at least three or more service learning experiences was dim~ult 
to find. Also, tbeir willingness to participate in tbe study because of their time 
constraints played a vital role in tbe study. 
Another suggestion would be to alter or revise some oftbe researcb 
questions. In addressing tbe fint research question, each recipient's perception of 
the definition of benefit may have been quite unique because their service learning 
e~perience was unique in its own way. The issue witb tbe second researcb question 
deals witb tbe service recipients being able to recognize their own needs and identify 
tbeir e~pectations even before tbe project commenced. Therefore it is assumed that 
a self-assessed evaluation of tbe agency's needs bas already taken place from tbe 
supervisor and dientele. Consequently, it's almost as if tbe community agency needs 
to do preparatory work for tbeir service learning aperience. 
From this discussion two more problems arise. Fint, bow can the 
e~pectations be defined, evaluated, ad tben measured? Evidendy, a succinct oudine 
of tbe service recipient' s e~pedations of the service provider is of the utmost 
importance. And bow the service recipient oudines these upectations needs to be 
addressed. Secondly, tbe definition of a benefit or a mutuaDy beneficial effect needs 
to be clearly stated. Beneficial service would be service conducive to penonal or • 
social well being. Tbis entides tbe agencies to receive advatage or useful aid for 
their programs from the service providen. E~pectations of the agency ad 
community include anticipating or Iooldug forward to the occurrences that are 
considered probable. In otber words, it is certain tbat tbings will improve. However, 
" ..... ;-... - •••--~ t ........ __..._ th••,,__ ....... fA d.n"••nd th.n ,.nmmllniro.t. 
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their requirements and expectations of the students and the corresponding or 
collaborating institutions before service is initiated. 
In addition, the documentation available from the service recipients was 
limiting because all that was offered was an agency contract available for the service 
recipients to sign and a project list provided for an the students. Also, what 
documentation is available may not represent the difficulty uperienced duriog the 
service leaming project Wbat's more, tbe service that was contracted to occur may 
not actually be what transpired because of unexpected issues that arose duriog the 
experience. 
Prospective Research Implications 
Further research analysis of this study may lend itself to a more cultural 
communication aspect because of the integration of the service providen into tbe 
culture ortbe participating service recipients. Therefore, using Lindlors (1995) 
description of culture codes as "organized packages of knowledge used by tbe people 
in a particular scene in their performance ofacts or roles" (p. 86) could prove to be 
beneficial. These codes would constitute and regulate different sorts of conduct, 
sucb as procedural, occupational, interactional, political, aesthetic, and technical 
conduct They range widely in the went to which they are required for entry into a 
role as opposed to simple elpectatioos for the good order ofa situatioo. Similarly 
codes may be tacit (what everyone should know intuitively) or explicit aod codified 




The aforementioned analysis of cultural codes from Lindlof (1995) esplains 
bow eumining cultural codes involves studying tbe entry into a new role and tbe 
possible expectations of being in tbat role. This information could tben be applied 
during tbe training and orientation sessions or steps conducted in service learning 
projects. The service providen or students could truly benefit from a future study 
on cultural communication because tbeir integration into the community agency 
may be simplified. Therefore, a mutually beneficial service learning experience aud 
final product could be feasible for all involved parties. 
The cultural penpective is evident and abundantly profound in the study. 
How the service learning students are introduced into tbe community agency's 
culture could be assessed and tben evaluated by using Lindlors (1995) codes of 
conduct. If the students esperienced a smooth and comfortable integration into tbe 
new culture, did it bave an impact on the overall outcome of the service learning 
experience? The integration ofstudents into tbe organization's culture is a prKcss 
tbat needs to be addressed wben considering tbe overall impact of tbe service 
provided. 
One's cultural background bas a strong influence on the expectations of 
appropriate bebavion tbat are establisbed. People learn tbeir espectations for 
appropriate bebavion from tbe culture at large and from individuals in the various 
and social institutions in that culture. Future researcb implications sbould 
concentrate on the cultural aspect ofservice leaming by evaluating bow the service 
providen are being introduced ad then integrated into the senice recipient's 
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method of inquiry could be used in understanding the integration of students into 
tbe community's culture to find out wbat's working and eft'ective. 
Elements of diversity sucb as our race, religion, socio-economic status, and 
educational status mold us into tbe human beings that we are and differentiate us 
from one anotber. The service learning experience for tbe students not only provides 
them with additional content for tbeir course objectives and goats. it accentuates a 
student's awareness of tbe "'real world" wbicb of course would include exposure to 
diversity. Througb service learning, students obtain an education that tbey can not 
receive in tbe classroom. 
Summary 
Tbe rationale of tbis study was to inquire about the service learning 
experience provided to the agent)' and community. The pannersbip between tbe 
service learning recipient and provider sbould generally prove favorable for botb 
panies. Expectations needed to be met and a beneficial experience needed to be 
bestowed upon tbe agent)' and community. The concern for the welfare of tbe 
community was tbe underlying reason tbat prompted tbis interrogation and 
examination of tbe service learning experience from tbe service recipient's 
perspective. 
Funhermore, a constructive relationsbip between tbe provider and recipient 
sbould exist during tbe service learning project. Being able to establisb this 
relationship meant tbat tbe service project was fulfilling tbe expectations of tbe 
agency and community. Service learning programs can be beneficial to tbe service 
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responsibilityfor-their acrioas ,.1tiIe perfonniBg tile fft'Vift -pt'8Yider'~1'OIe. 
Students are sometimes encouraged to engage in service provision witbout a dear 
understanding of bow tbeir service affects tbe communities around tbem. Without 
tbis dear understanding of tbe needs of tbe individuals in tbe community, the effects 
of service learning projects may indeed be viewed as unpleasant by tbe nry 
individuals wbose lives tbe service was intended to enbance, despite the best of good 
intentions. 
Discovering effective communication strategies tbat were detected in tbis 
study and bighligbted in Cbapter Four bas uncovered the managerial and 
organizational skills tbat must be in place for a productive and successful service 
learning experience. Tbe discovered communication strategies need to be integrated 
into the orientation and training that occun witb tbe service learning partners 
before the project commences. The organization and planning of the experience 
before tbe project actually begins is of prominent importance to the success of 
service learning in the future. 
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Appendix A - Service Recipient Structured Interview Questions 
1. Describe tbe service experience. 
2. Did you (service recipient or community agency) benefit from tbe experience? 
3. How can it be determined if tbe service was beneficial? 
4. Were your (tbe recipient's) expectations fulfilled? Bow? 
S. Was the recognized need from tbe community agency rulfilJed or met by tbe 
service providen? How? 
6. Wbat role did communication play between tbe service provider and the service 
recipient? How did this eft'ect tbe intended service? 
7. Wbat forms of communication (written, verbal, nonverbal) were proven to be 
eft'ective while explaining your (service recipients') needs and expectations to tbe 
students (service providen)? 
8. What forms of communication (written, verbal, nonverbal) were proven to be 
eft'ective for tbe students (service providen) and educational institutions wben 
communicating witb you (service recipient)? 





1l. What do you (the agency representativt/!upervisor) and recipient of service 
believe should be changed/modified to make the service learning project better or 
more productive next time? 
12. If tbe agency was having problems during the service learning projec~ was it 
because or communication issues? Ir 50, what were they? 
13. Did the service project operate efficiently and effectively? If 50, how? What role 
did communication play? 
14. Was a constructive relationship established between tbe students providing 
service and your agency? If so, please explain the role communication played in 
establisbing tbis relationship. 
IS. Please explain if you think an partners benefited rrom tbe service learning 
project! And also, was the service designed to achieve significant benefits for tbe 
community agency? 
16. How does a more rulfilling educational operience for the student mean a more 
beneficial and effective esperience for tbe service recipient? 
17. How receptive was tbe instnlctor and educational institution to your (service 
recipient/agency's) contribution to the student's learning? 
18. How comfortable were the students witb their assignments? How could you tell? 
How did this effect the service provided? 
19. Wbat role do you tbink communication played in the students' ease of 
adjustment into your agency? 
20. How did the service experience effect your organization's culture? 
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Appendix B - Service Recipient Questionnaire 
1. Please cbeck tbe types of service learning projects in wbich your agency was 
involved? 
bealtbcare __business environment 
__ agriculture __marketing _ otber (uplain) 
_ public relations communication 
2. Bow did tbe services provided by tbe students (service providers) and educational 
institurion meet the expectations or your agency? 
3. Bow did tbe services provided by tbe students (service providers) and eduational 
institution meet tbe needs of your agency? 
4. Bow did tbe services provided by the students (service providers) and educationai 
institution benefit your agency? 
5. Wbat role (vitallimportant or uncritical/unessential) did communication play 
between tbe students (service providers) and your agency? Bow did this effect tbe 
intended service? 
6. What forms of communication (written, verbal, nonverbal, meetings, phone calls, 
e-lDail, etc.) were proven to be eft'ective wbOe explaining your (service recipients') 
needs and expectations to the students (service providers)! 
7. What forms of communication (written, verbal, nonverbal, meetings, phone calls, 
e-mail, etc.) were proven to be eft'ective for the students (service providers) and 
educational institutions when communicating with you (service recipient)! 
8. WIS a constructive or beneficial relationship established between the students 
... _ ...d;......~. and ... " .... a __" fr.n " ............ "I.in ,h... rnLr. ,."__"",,..ti,,,,
~.v"·"·"e ............... --.. JV". -.,......_,;. - ....., r--- -r- -- ---- --------­
played in establishing this relationship. 
ISO 

9. Did you feel an alliaDc:e was establisbed witb tbe fac:ulty member of the 
educational institution! Explain wby or wby not? 
10. In your opinion, how did tbe students demonstrate responsibility for their 
ac:tions wllile providing tbe servic:e? 
11. In your opinion, how did the fac:ulty member demonstrate rtsponsibility for tbe 
quality of service provided? 
12. Wbo was responsible for keeping tbe students on task? Wbat metbods of 
communication (written, verbal, nonverbal, meetings, pbone calls, e-mail, etc.) were 
used? 
13. Was the agency required to complete any paperwork or documentatior. on tbe 
students (service providen)? If 50, what did it consist of and bow useful was tbis 
process? 
14. Wbat was the tinal outcome oftbe service project? 
15. Did tbe service project operate efficiently and effectively! If 50, bow? What role 
did communication play? 
16. If tbe agency was baving problems during the servic:e learning project, was it 
because of communication issues? 
17. How receptive was tbe faculty member and institution to the agency's 
contribution to the students' learning? 
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11. Who initiated your senice learning project? 
19. What length of time was allotted for your senice learning project? How did tbis 
effect the senice provided! 
20. Were tbe same students involved witb your agency for more than one quarter? 
21. Bow comfortable were the students with their assignments? How could you teO? 
80w did this effect tbe semce provided! 
22. What role do you think communication played in the students' ease of 
adjustment into your agency? 
23. Bow did the senice esperieoce effect your orgsnization's culture? 
24. List all of the pamen that contributed to the senice learning project (students, 
faculty, otber agencies, etc.) 
25. What do you (tbe agency representative/supervisor) and recipient of senice 
believe should be cbanged/modified to make the senice learning project better or 
more productive nut time? 
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Curriculum & instruction 
Writing 
Geology 
Human & consumer sciences 
Health sciences 
Hazardous materials testing 
Interpenonal communication 












Appendix D - Service kaming R~ipients 
ATCO Inc. 
Athens Parks and Recreation 
Atbens Recycling 
Big Brotbers & Big Sisters 
CAP (Child Assault Prevention) 





Raccoon Creek Watersbed 
Red Cross 
Rural Action 
Obio Univenity Dept. orSociai Medicine - Artbritis Program 
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ADDenda E - Abbreviations 
AACC - American Association or Community Colleges 
AAHE - American Association of Higber Education 
AppalCORPS - Appalachian Ohio Combines Our Resources to Promote 
School Success 
BCC - Brevard Community College 
CCPH - Community - Campus Partnenhips for Health 
COOL - Campus Outreach Opportunity League 
DRIVE - Deeds and Recreation Invalidate Violence Everywhere 
FAB - Faculty Advisory Board 
FSLN - Faculty Senice Learning Network 
IPM - Integrated Pest Management 
IPS-L - International Partnership ror Senice-Learning 
IUPUl-lndiana Univenity-Purdue Univenity at Indianapolis 
NSEE - National Society ror Experiential Education 
OUCCS -Ohio Univenity Center (or Community Senice 
Rac - Raccoon Creek Improvement Committee 
SBoe - Small Business Development Center 
SEAMS - Science, Engineering, Architecture, Mathematics" Computer 
Science 
UCAN - Univenity Community Action Network 
WRRP - Women's Business Resource Program 
WCFE - U nivenity or Minnesota Dept. of Work, Community, " FamUy 
Education 
WEBS - Women, Education, Business and Support 
•iSS 
ADpenda F - Honnet and Poulson's Principles ofGood Practice in 
Combining Sen-ice Ind Learning 
An effective aDd sustained program: 
1. 	 Engages people in responsible Ind challenging actions ror the common 
good. 
2. 	 Provides structured opportunities ror people to reflect critically on their 
sen-ice experience. 
3. 	 Articulates clear sen-ice and learning goals ror everyone involved. 
4. 	 Allows ror those with needs to define those needs. 
S. 	 aarifies tbe responsibilities of eacb penon and organization involved. 
6. 	 Matches sen-ice providen Ind sen-ice needs througb a pl'ocess tbat 
recognizes changing circumstances. 
7. 	 EJ.pects genuine, active, and sustained organizational commitment. 
S. 	 Indudes tnining, supenision, monitoring, support, recogaition, and 
evaluation to meet sen'ice and leaming goals. 
9. 	 Insures that the time commitment for sen-ice and laming is OeJ.ible, 
appropriate, an in the best interest of all involved. 
10. Is committed to program participation by and with divene populations. 
Honnet, E. P. and Poulson, S. J. (1989). Principles of Good Practice ror 
Combining Service and Learning. Wingspread Snecial Report. Racine. WI: Tbe 
Johnson Foundation, Inc. 
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Kolb's Experiential Learning Model 

A concrete es erience is doin somethin for someone in a communi . 
Reflective observation is obsening and analyzing. (What happened? What did we 
see, hear, smell, think, and feel 35 we helped othen?) 
Abstract conceptualizing is forming theories or esplanations for why events ! 
happened as they did. (Bow do our service esperiences fit with what we have I 
learned in class? Wbat can we learn (rom this experience?) 
Active esperimentation is to take furtber action. (Bow will tbis experience and our 
undentandinf! of it affect our future actions?) 
a en 
Kolb, D. (1984). Esperiential education: Esperiences as the source of learning and 
development. Englewood OifTs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc:. 
Table 2 
Howard's Traditional vs. Communi!! Service LeaminK 
Traditional learning I Communi!! service learning 
Tbeory Tbeory & esperience 
Other's knowledge Penonallmowledge 
Spectaton Participants 
I 
Individualleaming Corporate learning 
Distinction - teacher & learner Distinction - blurred 
Answen Questions & answen 
Certainty of outcomes Uncertainty of outcomes 
Homogeneous outcomes Heterogeneous outcomes 
Avoiding ignorance Ignorance as a moune 
I Objective epistemology I Connected/feminist epistemology 
I 
I 
Howard, J. (1993). Community service learning in the curriculum. In J. 
Howard (Eds.), Praxis I: A faculty casebook on community senice learning (pp. 3­
14). Ann Arbor, MI: OCSL Press, Univenity ofMicbigan. 
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Table 3 
Service Learning PedagogY Good Practice Principles 
Principle 1: Academic credit is for learning, not for service. 
Principle 2: Do not compromise academic rigor. 
Principle J: Set learning goals for students. 
Principle 4: [stablish criteria for tbe selection of community placements. 
I 
Princ~ple S: Provide educationally sound mechanisms to barvest community 
. learning. 
Principle 6: Provide supports for students to learn to barvest the community 
learning. 
Principle 7: Minimize the distinction between tbe student's community learning role 
and the dassroom leamma role. 
Principle 8: Re-tbink tbe faculty instructional role. 
Principle 9: Be prepared for uncertainty and variation in studeut learning 
outcomes. 




Howard, J. (1993). Community sen-;ce learning in the curriculum. ID J. 
Howard (Eds.), Praxis I: A faculty casebook on community service learning (pp. J.. 






Course Syllabus Adaptations 

!1. Incorporate academic service leamiDg into the coune's goals and objectives. 
I 





c) Students keep a journal, wbich serves as tbe basis for many classroom 
I activities
i
i 3. Describe bow tbe academic service learning uperience will be evaluated. 
a) 	Students must generate some product or documentation tbat illustrates wh.t 
meaning tbey bave gained from tbe experience as connected to coune 
content. 
I. . . . . 	 .
b) It 15 Important to clanfy Wltb students early In the semester the gndlOg 
classroom activities and assignments. 
a) Oassroom-based activities and assignments 
b) Activities at tbe academic service learning site including student. iostructor, 
and agency respoosibilities and anticipated time commitment 
I 
criteria. 
4. Specify the contribution of tbe academic service learning component to the coune 
I grade. (twenty to twenty-ftve percent or more) 
I S. Include a calendar ofacademic service learning events. 
Stacey, K., Langer, G.," Rice, D. L (1997). Academic Service-Leaminc 







To be treated a5 a c.worker. 
To be carefully interviewed and carefully assigned. 
To know a5 much as possible about agency organization, policy, people, programs 
and activities. 
To receive orientation, traininR and onRoina supervision for the job elltftted. 
To receive sound pidance and direction. 
To bave a variety offield experiences. 
To punue leadenbip roles. I 
To voice opinions and to bave ideas induded in tbe planning of programs, activities 
and curriculum. 
To do meaninaful and satisfying work. 
I To be evaluated and to receive letten of commendation based on service coml!ieted. 
Alpena Volunteer Center (1990). The service-leaming center: Faculty guide. 








To be open and honest at your site from tbe beaionina. 
To undentand commitments of time and tasks and to fulfill tbem. 
To participate in evaluatioo when asked to do so. 
To share thougbts and feeliogs with stall', ioduding making learning cbjectives dear ! 
to tbe peo~e with whom you'll be working. 

To respect confidentiality • 

•To seek honest feedback. 
To serve as ambassadon of Roodwill for tbe project. 
!To be effective advocates ror change wheo it is needed. 
To enter into service with entbusiasm and commitment. 

To serve in a manner which preserves the reputation and integrity of the univenity 

aad tbe aRenC}'. 

Alpena Volunteer Center (1990). The service:Jeaming center: Faculty guide. 
Alpens, MI: Alpena Community CoUege. 
OPPE, ELIZABETH ANN. Ph.D. November, 2001 
Interpersonal Communication 
Service Learning: Discovering Effective Communication Strategies by 
Emphasizing the Community's Perspective. (lS9 pp.) 
Director of Dissertation: Candice Thomas-Maddox 
Inquiry about the service learning experience provided to the agency and 
community is necessary for a mutually beneficial relationship to exist between the 
service learning partners. Expectations need to be met and a constructive experience 
needs to be bestowed upon the service provider and service recipient. 
The concern for the welfare of the community was the underlying reason that 
prompted this interrogation and examination of the service learning experience 
from the service recipient's perspective. Collecting data from the community 
agencies that received service was pertinent. Through evaluation and comparison, a 
common thread for a successful and productive service learning project was 
outlined. 
Service learning programs can be beneficial to the service recipients if they 
are conducted properly and the students understand and take responsibility for 
their actions while performing the service provider's role. Students are sometimes 
encouraged to engage in service provision without a clear understanding of how 
their service affects the communities around them. Without this clear 
understanding of the needs of the individuals in the community, the effects of service 
learning projects may indeed be viewed as unpleasant by the very individuals whose 
lives the service was intended to enhance. despite the best of good intentions. 
By discovering effective communication strategies. the managerial and 
organizational skills that must be in place for a productive and successful service 
learning experience were uncovered. The communication strategies need to be 
integrated into the orientation and training that occurs with the service learning 
partners before the project commences. Organization and planning of service 
learning before the project actually begins is of prominent importance to the 
instructors, students and coordinators of service learning programs. 
[n essence, the rationale of this proposal goes full circle by evaluating the 
student behavior and activity in the community agency and then communicating the 
information back to the classroom for the instructor and students to assess. Follow 
through on a service learning project is imperative until it manifests as a successful 
product. The same goal is in mind for both the service provider and the service 
recipient: a mutually beneficial relationship and experience. 
Approved: __________ 
